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'THE RIGHT TO DEATH*

WANT TO START WITH a phrase from the Declaration of Independence, but by the slightly indirect approach of quotation
within a quotation. With his usual shrewd grasp of fundamentals,
the lawyer Lincoln once wrote: ""The authors of that notable instrument. . .did not intend to declare all men equal in all respects. They
did not mean to say that all men were equal in color, size, intellect7
moral developments, or social capacity. They defined with tolerable
distinctness in what respects they did consider all men created
equal-equal in certain 'urnalienable rights, among which are life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.' "
It is perhaps tempting to digress to support and to Iabor the point
that neither Lincoln nor the Founding Fathers believed: either that
"at birth human infants, regardless of heredity, are as equal as
Fords" or that some such repudiation of genetic h c t is implied or
presupposed by any insistence upon an equality of fundamental
human sights. "ut our present concern is with the actual prescriptive and proCcrlpfiv1: content sf these panicular norms. For us the
crux Is that they are all, in M.P.Gelding's t e m i n o l o a , option as
opposed to welfiwe rights: the former forbid inte~erence,within the
spheres described, entitling everyone to act or not to act as they see
fit; whereas the latter erntitle everyone to be supplied with some
gcodpby V J H ~ O and
~ at whose expense not normally being ~pecified.~
Herice, with that ""peculiar felicity of expression" that led to his
being given the drafting job, Thomas Jefferson spoke: not of rights
to health, education, and w e l f a r e a n d whatever else might be
thought necessary to the achievement of happiness; but of rights to
life* liberty, and the pursuit of happiness-it
being up to you
whether yoii do In fact pursue (and to the gods whether, if so, you
capture) your p e y . An option sight is thus a right to be allowed,
without in kerferenee, to do your own thing. A welfare right is a right
to be supplied, by stl~ers,with something that is thought to be, and
perhaps is? geed for you, whether you actually want it or not.
r o show that the Founding Fathers were indeed thinking of
option rather than welfare rights, it should here be sufficient to cite a
passage from Blackstone, which has the further merit of indicating
q-

upon what general feature of our peculia,rly human nature such
fundamental rights must be grorunded. From their first publication
in 1765, his Commentalies on theLaws ofEngl~ceredhad a profound
influence on all the common law jurisdictions in North America, an
influence that continued well into the Federal period. Blackstone
wrote:
The absolute rights of man, considered as a free agent, endowed with discernment to know good from evil, and with the
power of choosing those measures which appear to him t o be
most desirable, are usually summed up in one general appellation, and denominated the natural liberty of mankind. . . . The
rights themselves. . .will appear from what h a been premised,
to be no other, than that resi$zrum of natural liberty, which is
not required by the laws of society to be sacrificed to the public
convenience; or else those civil privileges, which society has engaged to provide in lieu of the natural liberties so given up by
individuals.
But now, if those self-evident fundamental and universal rights
are thus option sights, and they surely are, then the right to life must
be at the same t h e and by the saEe token the right to death: the
interference forbidden must be the killing of anyone against that
person's will, and that person's entitlement, the entitlement to choose
whether or not to go on living as Iong as nature would permit. In saying this I am not, of course, so rash as to maintain that it is something
which all or any of the signers of the Declaration saw and intended.
The claim is, rather, that, irrespective of what they or anyone else
appreciated in 1776,this does necessarily follow from what they did
then so solemnly attest and declare. It 3s today even more obvious that,
if all men are endowed with certain natural and unalienable rights,
then all must include ail: black and white together. Yet this now so
manifest consequence seems for many years to have escaped many
people, up to and including justices of the Supreme Court. So a widespread failure to appreciate what may now appear an obvious implication is not sufficient to show it notreally an implication at all.

In the lower court decnsion in the now famous case of Karen Ann
Quinlan, Judge Muir denied the plaintiffs request to have the
life-sustaining apparats~sswitched offf',indicating that he did not
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find grounds in the Constitution for any right to die. Insofar as the
Declaration is not part of the Constitution we might give him the
point. Yet, in my very unlegal opinion, if the amendment on which
Roe v. W d e ' was decided really does warrant what the Supreme
Court decided that it did warrant, then it must surely wamant both
suicide and assisted suicide. For in abortion what the pregnant
woman is killing, or getting her doctor to kill for her, is arguablynotwithstanding that this is not an argument that I myself acceptanother person with his or her right to life, So, if it would be a constitutionally unacceptable invasion of privacy to prevent a woman from
killing a fetus or getting someone else to kill it for her, then surely it
must be a far more unacceptable incursion to prevent women, or for
that matter, men, from either killing themselves or getting someone
else to kill them. For in all those secular systems of law in which
suicide still is a crime, it is a much less serious crime than murder.
( a ) Judge Muir next went on to say, that, if he were to grant the
request of the pjaintiff, then ""such authorHalion would be homicide
and a violation of the right to Life."5 Since it was not disputed that
Karen Quinlan had on at least three occasions insisted that, should
this sort of situation arise, she would not wish to be maintained in
the condition in which she then was-and still is-Judge Muir's
"right to life" becomes one that is at the same time a legal duty. Just
that, or substantially that, does seem to be the present position in all
those jurisdictions that recognize a right to life. For even where, as in
my own country today, suicide itself is not a crime, to assist it still is;
while, with very few exceptions, doctors and others are legally
required to employ every available means to prolong life of any kind.
For good measure consider two further statements, one from each
side of the Atlantic. The first was made by Mr. lames Loucks,
president of the Crozer Chester Medical Center of Chester,
Pennsylvania. He had obtained a court order to permit his hospital
to force a blood transfusion on a Jehovah's Witness who had
previously requested in writing that, out of respect for her religious
convictions, the hospital do no such thing, Mr. Loucks explained
that he and his staff overrode her wishes "out of respect for her
rights." The second statement was made by the chairman of a group
calling itself the Human Rights Society, set up in 1969 to oppose the
legalization of voluntary euthanasia. He said: 'There are really no
such things as rights. You are not entitled to anything in this universe. The function of the Human Wights Society is to tell men their
d~ties."~

It has sometimes been suggested that i r Is contradictory to speak
of a right where the exercise sf thatpurrtatiiie right is c o r n p ~ l s o r y . ~
This is cenainly a tempting saggestion, an6 it may be what led the
chairman of the Human Rights Society -illus categorically es deny
what his society pretends to defend. But if we are going to a!!ovl
vaeifare as well as option rights, then this contradiction seems to
arise only with the Latter ar,d not the former. PI that is ccrrect then
we can pass, for instance, Article 26 of the 1948 United Nai-?i?ns
Universal Declaration of Human Rights: '"verjione has the right to
education. . . Elementary education shall be compulsory." Yet it
will still allow us to reject the combination of a right to join a labor
union with any corresponding compulsion so to do. Fur if the
exercise of a welfare right is to be made cornpuisorj9 then the
justification of the compulsion can only be the good, the welfare, of
the persons so compelled. Yet, in England at any rate, the spokesmen for the labor unions, and their political creatures ir, the Labour
Party, try to justify forced recruitment on the grounds: not paternalisticalIy, that membership is in the best interests even nf those who
fail lo see this themselves; but indignantly, that all Boldolies are
freeloaders enjoying the benefits, which it is alleged that the union
has brought, without undertaking the burdens of membership,
So, allowing that it can be coherent to speak of a right that its
bearers are to be forced to exercise, 6 0 ~ 1 Qthere be such a compulsory welfare right to life? The crux here is whether the prolongation
of life which it is proposed to impose can plausibly be represented as
being good for the actual recipients of this a?leged benefit. But
perhaps, before tackling that question, it needs to be said that any
answer will leave open the d:ifferent issues raised by considering the
good of others. Certainly, while insisting on a universal human
option right to life, in the sense explained earlier, and whjle urging
always that it is overtime for this to be recognized and protected by
our laws, I am myself ever ready to maintain that such most proper
considerations of the good of others make some suicides morally
imperative and others morally illicit: the suicide of Wilson, to better
the chances of the remaining members of Scott's last expedition,
provides an example of the one; and of the other that of the English
poetess Sylvia Plath, effected in another room of the house in which
she was living with her two young and dependent children.
So long as vie confine our attentions t9 what may vaguely bur
understandably be called normal times, and to the suicides and
suicide attempts of "ie tolerabIy fit and not old, it is reasonable
enough to hold that in general the frustration of such attempts does
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further the good of the attemptors. Indeed, any realistic discussion
in this area has to take account of the facts, that a great many of
m-hat look like attempted suicides are in truth only dramatized
appeals for help and that many of those genuine attemptors whose
attempts are aborted by medical or other interference survive to feel
grareful to the interferers. But when we turn to the old, faced perhaps with the prospect of protracted senility, of helpless bedridden
incontinence, ofiives that will be nothing but a burden both to the
liver and to everyone else, then the story is totally different. Here you
do have to be some sort of infatuated doctrinaire to maintain an inflexible insistence that all life9 any Iife, is good for the liver.
I will not now repeat more than a word or two of what was last
year said with such force and charm by the splendid Doris Poartwood
in her book Common-sense S u k ~ i d e It
. ~should be enough to report
that as a woman over 65 she sees herself as making, and encouraging
her peers to join with her in making, a distinctive contrrbulion to the
women's movement, "How many of us," she asks those peers, "atreeding a friend or relative in her final days (or weeks, or months, or
years) have said, "t twon't happen to me. I'll fake care of that.' But
did we say it aloud? It is time to say it loud and clear. And often." It
is time, she concludes, mischievous%ymimicking the jargon of her
juniors, to "declare our intention to start a meaningful dialogue on
common-sense suicide."
W h a t I will quote instead conies from a newspaper letter written
by Mrs. Margaret Murray, a still very active and much valued
member of Britain's Voluntary Euthanasia Society. Two years ago
she published an article "declaring my intention to end my own life
when increasing helplessness from muitiple sclerosis makes it a
hopeless, useless burden," This led to the production of a
memorable television program. The present letter was a response to
the statement by the niedical director of St. Christopher's Hospice
that ""requests to end life are laearly always requests to end pain."
That medical director had in that program asserted '"hat though 1
might be helpless and actually fed and washed and have other sordid
details attended to, my life had a value and I still had something to
give." Dismissing this particular piece of sanctimonious self-deception with the question ""Wl~oare these greedy takers?" Mrs. Murray
proceeded to deploy three cases:

An eighty-ysar nld army coionei, who realised he was beeoming senile, flung himself in fi-onhf an Inter-City express as it
went through the village where h live. A few months later a New-
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bury coroner gave a verdict of "rational suicide" on a retired
water bailiff who took his own life because increasing infirmities meant it was no longer worth while to him.
And what of sufferers from Kuratin@on's Chorea, never still a
moment and ur~ableto speak clearly enough to be intelligible?
One of these unfortunates who is well known to me has tried
three times to end her own life.'"
(b) The previous subsection dealt with the question whether there
could be a right ro iife, the exercise of which is not ailowed t o be a
matter for the choice of the individual: such a right, of course, could
only be a welfare not an option right. The issue in the present
subsection is wether the option right ro Pife, as explicated above,
covertly contains an incongruous and unacceptable welfare element.
The suggestion is that a right to iife which is at the same time and by
the same token a right to anticipate the death that would otherwise
have occurred later must impose on some other person or persons a
corresponding duty to bring about that earlier death: "A person's
right to be killed gives rise to someone's (or eveqone9s)duty toward
that person. If anyone can be said to have a sight to be killed,
someone else must have a duty to cooperate in the killing. . . .The
important thing is that someone-a doctor, a nurse, a candystriper,
a relativ-intervene
actively or passively to end the right-holder's
life."
This passage is, on the one hand, entirely sound Insofar a s it is
insisting that all rights must impose comesponding duties; though,
since all duties do not give rise to conesponding rights. the converse
is false. This logical truth constitutes the best reason for saying that
welfare rights do not belong in a Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. For who are the people who have at all times and in all places
been both able and obligated to provide for everyone: "social security" (Article 221, "periodic holidays with pay" (Article 241, "a
standard of living. . . including. . . necessary social services, and the
right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability,
widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control" (Article 25 (I));to say nothing of the provision that
that compulsory elementary education aforementioned '6shall
further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of
peace" (Article 26 W))?
But the same passage is, on the other hand, entirely wrong insofar
as it is trying to draw out the implications of an option right t o life*
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Such rights do necessarily and as wch impose corresponding obligations. These obligations rest uniformly and indiscriminately upon
everyone else, not just upon some unspecified and unspecifiable
subclass of providers, who may or may not in fact be available and
able to provide. But these obligations are obligations not to provision
but to noninterference. In a jurisdiction, therefore, that recognized
and sanctioned the option right to life, the people who decided that
they wanted to suirideI2 would, if they needed assistance, have to
find it where they could. Their legal right to nonintederence imposes
no legal duty on anyone else to take positive steps to assist, although,
of course, this is quite consistent with its being the case that someone
is under a moral obligation so to do. Here as always we have to distinguish questions about what the laws do or would permit or prohibit from questions about what people are morally obliged to do or
not t o do.

When, a quarter of a century or more ago, I first joined the
Voluntary Euthanasia Society the emphasis was on extremes of
physical pain. The main policy objective was to get a Voluntary
E u t h a n a s i a Act t h a t would establish official machinery t o
implement the wishes of those terminal patients who urgently and
consistently asked for swift release. In response ro medical and other
developments in the intervening years the emphasis has shifted. It is
now on irreversible decay into helpless futility and on operations resulting in prolonged but not especially painful survival at a subhuman level of existence. The chief and most immediate objectives
are also different. The Young Turks, at any rate, as well as their
more wide-awake and forward-looking seniors, are now pushing for
amendment of the Suicide Act and for measures to enable patients
and their representatives to ward off unwanted treatment and vexatious life-support, rather than for an act setting up the paraphernalia of panels considering applications and directing that their
decisions be implemented.
( a ) I t is in consequence no longer so true as once it was that "supporters of voluntary euthanasia do not merely want suicide or refusal
of treatment or allowing a patient to die. They want the patient dead
whes, he wants to be dead, and they want this accomplished through
the physician's agency."" In the great majority of cases such as
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Doris Portwood or Margaret Murray have in mind. the agent would
be the patient or, with patients too 2.r gone to act thenaseiwes, the
spouse or other close relative or friend, Consider, for example, kael
Wertenbake-e's Death ofa Pdan or Derek Humphry9sJean's Way:"
as both would have wished, the prime agent in the former w a s the
wife and in the latter the husband. The only necessary involvement
of the medica? profession here is through the providing of advice on
instruanents, and rnaybe the instrurznenzts themselves; and not insisting on mounting an all-out campaign to revive the pa-tients.
The desired amendment ofthe Uaaited Kingdom Suicide Act 1941,
an act that already decriminalizes the deed itself, would replace the
present genera1 offense of "'adirrg, abetting, counselling or
procuring the suicide of another" by the limited and i ~fact
. very rare
one of doing this ""with intent to gain or for other selfish or malicious
reasons," leaving the courts to decide, as they so often do elsewhere,
when the motives of the assistance were indeed discredi*aable.lSFrom
a li$erta.rlan point of view this suggestion has, as against any Voluntary Euthanasia Act, fhe great admatage of specifying, not what is
legal, but what 4s illegal.

!b) Finally: and with special but not excl~siverefsrence t e the
other sort of case, in which It is almost bound to be the docturs who
,,r,,,r,v u i ulrA ka- -;4L-*
7 'Il:---~ IieekH11g
1 LA.-k a b i a b a ~ Z I A I~1
~ ~
die, I have a few b r i e f and insufficient words about the absolute sanctity of all (human) life arnd the
idea that killing (people) is always wrong. My suggesrion is that, if
these so often mentioned principles are t o stand any chance af being
ultimately acceptable, then both need to be amended in at least two
ways.
The first amendment is already accepted airnost universally when
people think sf i"i It corisists in actualigr inserting the uns'tated qualification ""innocent."' The point is to take account sf killing irn
self-defense and of the execution of those who have committed
capital offenses. In our terms, peopie who launch potentially letha!
assaults thereby renounce their own claims to the option right to life.
Reciprocity is of the essence; just as one person's option right gives
rise to the conesponding obligations of all others to respect that
right, so, if people violate the rights of others, then that nullifies the
obligations of those others to recognize any corresponding rights
vested in the v i ~ i a t o r s . ' ~
The second a~xendmentconsists in adding some indication thal
what is to be held sacred and inviolate is a person's wish to go on
living. This takes account of the enormous. a ~ din almost all
ub
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contexts crucial, differences between murder and suicide. These are
that murderers kill other people, against their will, whereas suicides
kill themselves, as they themselves wish. It is perverse and preposterous to characterize suicide, and to condemn it, as self-murder.
You might as well denounce Entramarital sex as own-spouse
adultery.
In the present context the importance of this second amendment
is that i t attends to those particular human essentials that provide
the grounds upon which all claims to universal human rights must
be based. It was to these that Blackstone was referring when, in discussing "the absolute rights of man," he wrote "'of man, considered
as a free agent, endowed with discernment to know good from evil,
and with the power of choosing these measures which appear to him
to b e most desirable," It was on these same universal features that
Thomas Jefferson himself insisted. in Query (XIV) to the Motes ola
the State of Krgilaia he made various lamentable remarks about
blacks, remarks that I shall not repeat and that would today disqualify him from all elective office. For Jefferson, it was nstwithstanding all these alleged racial deficiencies that blacks (and
Indians) certainly do have what it takes to be endowed with the
"rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." Again, it was
to these same essential features of people as beings capable of choosing values and objectives for themselves, and of having their own
reasons for these choices, that Imrnanuel Kant was referring when
he kaid down that famous but most confused formula: "Act in such a
way that you. always treat humanity, whether in your own person or
in t h e person of another, never simply as a means, but always at the
same time as an end.""
On some other occasion I might try to spell out more fully the
rationale for the fundamental option rights and, in particular, to
dispose of Kant's own topsy-turvy contention that the respect for
persons as self-legislating choosers of their own ends requires that
they not choose their own end as an end. But here and now I will
instead conclude by relating that right to die, which I take to be part
of t h e option right to life, to the Hippocratic Oath. This is still often
cited as a decisive reason why doctors and other health-care professionals must strive always and by all means to maintain life,
irrespective both of the quality of that life and of the wishes of its
liver. This rea.son is still frequentiy flourished, notwithstanding that
nowadays probably only a small minority of doctors outside the
el,er-expanding socialist bloc do in fact swear that oath. (It is, of
course, within the socialist bloc oudawed, precisely because it makes
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doctors the servants of their patients, rather than of society or the
state.)
T
I he relevant sentences of the Hippocratic Oath read: "'I will use
treatments to he!p the sick according to my ability and judgment,
but never with a view to injury and wrong-doing. 1will not give anyo x a lethal dose if asked to do so, nor will I suggest such a
c o u r ~ e , " 'It~ is obvious that, in the area of today's gerontological
concerns, the second and subsidiary unde&aking may come into
conflict with the primary promise to "use treatnaents to help t h e sick
according to my ability and judgment."
Iln such situations it is Impossible to keep the oath. Happily, there
is no doubt which of the incompatibles should "Ihe be preserved.
For at the heart of the entire Hippockatis tradition is the ideal of the
independent professional who--always, of course, within the framework formed by the universal imperatives of moral duty-puts his
skills at the service of his patients. So it is quite clear, to me a t a n y
rate, that, given a more libertarian system of public law, that service
must: not only exclude forcing unwanted treatment upon those who
have, either directly or indirectly, asked to be left alone; b u t also
include providing instsgmental advice on suicide, and maybe the
means too, if suicide is the considered wish of their patients.

* First delivered at the Sanganlon State University Gerontology Institute Conferences 6939, Sprin@eid, li!inois. included as s chapter in Aging and the Human Condition, Frontiers in Gerontology Series, ed. Gari Lesnoff-Caravaglia (New York:
Human Sciences Press).
1. The quotation is borrowed from I?.
A. Hayek, Neiv Essays (London: Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 19731, p. 290, and it is there said only to be taken from a n old
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. On the substantive issues see "'The Jensen
Uproar" in my Sociolcgy, Equaliry sznd Education (New York: Barnes and Noble,
1976).
2 , See E. L. Bandman and B. Bandman, eds, Bioethics and Human Rights
@.oston: Little Brown, 1978), chap. 4,
3. Pp. 125 and 128 in the Cadell and Butterworth edition (London, 1825).
4. 410 U.S. 113, 93 5 A. 705 (1973).
5. i n the Opinion of Robert Muir, lr., in rhe Matter of Karen Quinlan: An Alleged
Incompetent. Super. A.N.J., Chancery Division, Morris Company, C-201-75 (Nov. 10,
1975).
6. The first statement is copied from a report in The General Practiticner
(London), Nov. 26, i978. The other comes from the September 1948 issue of that
doughtily libertarian magazine Reason.
7. See, for instance, Bertram Bandman in Bandma21 and Bandman, Bioethics aizd
Hulumarz Rights, chap. 5.
8. New V o ~ k :Dodd Mead, 1978.
9. Ibid., 7 . 10.

10. T h e Guardian (London), Jan. 20, 1974.
11. Bandman and Bandman loc. ch., p. 141.
12. My employment of either the single word as an intransitive verb or the
affected-sounding gallicism "suicide thernse!ves" is calculated. For the ordinary
English expression "commit suicide" is one of those expressions- first noted in
Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics, 1107.A 8-13---that "already imply badness." Since I
do not hold that suicide is always wrong I deliberately eschew that implication.
63. Bandman and Bandman. Bioethics and Human Rights, p , 130.
14. Boston: Beacon, 1957.
15. W e owe the precise terms of this suggestion to Tom Parramore, secretary of our
sibling society in Australia.
16. I t is here to the point to quote words from a now perhaps no longer disfavored
Sage. A pupil once asked Confucipls whether his rule of conduct might not perhaps be
epitomized in a single word: "The Master replied, 'is not "reciproci:y" the word?' "
See The Analects, translated and edited by W. E. Soothill (Taiyuanfu, Shansi:
Soothill, 1910), XV823.
17. Groundwork of the Metaphysic of Morals, in The Moral Law, trans, Ii, J.
Paton (London: liutchinson, 1963), p. 94 (italics removed).
18. Hippocrates and the Fragmenrs of Heracleitus, ed. and trans. kV. W. S. Jones
and E. T. Withington (Cambridge, Mass.: Haward University Press: and London:
Heinernann, 3959). 1: 298. The translation here js i
n fact my ow?,
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ENTITLEMENTS
AND THE THEFT OF TAXATION

A

s nID TEE TELEVPSION ~ C N O P P in
~ Nthe movie Nemork,
Howard Jarvis, author of California's Proposition 13, came
on to the national scene in the 1970s shouring, "I'm mad as hell, and
I'm not going to take it any longer!" The "tax revolt9' that began in
California has been called a "revolt against spiraling taxes and
profligate government spending, the renunciation of big-government
politicians, a reaf$imation sf free-enterprise priorities"; ' but the
campaign against taxes has been conducted much like a crusade by
people who have felt that they have been "morally wronged9' by the
government that was supposed to serve them.
Proposition 13 effectively cut property taxes by two-thirds of their
level in 1978 and placed stringent restrictions on the ability of the
state and local governments to raise property taxes in the future and
to substitute other taxes for the revenues that had been lost. In
approving Proposition 13 by a more than two-to-one majority, the
voters of California, like everyone else in other parts of the country,
were concerned with their own welfares and their ability to spend
their own incomes. Undergirding those concerns, however, was the
more fundarnenla! question, How large should the government be?
Where should we draw the line between public and private
decisionmaking? How do we control the government that is
supposed to provide for the general welfare? And is taxation not a
form of theft?
This paper is concerned with all of those questions indirectly, but
it is directly concerned with the last question, the theft of taxation.
The immediate interest of the taxpayers in California in 1978 was
the rather large increase in their property taxes that resulted horn an
increase in the tax rate and a dramatic increase in the assessed value
of the taxable property, Property values, at the time, were rising in
many areas of California by as much as 20 percent a year. Since
property tax revenue is tied to the dollar value of property, the local
governments in California experienced increases in their tax
collections wlthout expl~cit action on the part of political
Reason Pspers No,6 (Spring 1980'115-24.
Copyright O 1980 by the ReasoaFoundation.

representatives. There was, in effect, a form of "taxation without
representati~n."~Some may regard such increases in tax collections as a form of "theft" by local government, as something
that is morally wrong and should be changed; the issue of theft and
taxation considered in this essay, however, is more fundamental: the
issue is whether or not and under what conditions do taxes o f any
form take on the characteristics of theft.

Robert Nozick, a Marvard philosopher, has developed an
"entitlements theory of distributive justice9' that has caused
philosophers and economists alike to reexamine the morality of taxationa3Succinctly, Nozick's theory justifies taxation only to the
extent that the "minimal state," which is limited to establishing and
enforcing property rights, is maintained. Taxation beyond that level
can be construed as theft simply because it involves the type of
coercion that a common thief exerts over his victim. Nozick writes:
Taxation of earnings is on a par with forced labor. Some persons
find this claim obviously true; taking the earnings of n hours
labor is like taking n hours for another's purpose. Others find
the claim absurd. But even these, ifthey object to forced labor,
would oppose forcing unemployed hippies to work for the benefit of the needy. And they would also object to forcing each
person to work five extra hours each week for the benefit of the
needy. But a system that takes five hours' wages in taxes does
not seem to them like one that forces someone to work five
hours since it offers the person forced a wider range of choice in
activities than does taxation in kind with the particular labor
specified. . . .Furthermore, people envisage a system with something like a proportional tax on everything above the amount
necessary for basic needs. Some think this does not force sorneone to work extra hours, since there is no fixed number of extra
hours he is forced to work, and since he can avoid the tax entirely by earning only enough to cover his basic needs. . . .The fact
that others intentionally intervene, in violation of a side constraint against aggression, to force to limit the alternatives, in
this case to paying taxes or (presumably the worse alternative)
bare subsistence, makes the taxation system one of forced labor
and distinguishes it from other cases of limited choices which
are not f ~ r c i n g s . ~
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Noaick goes on to point out the inevitable benefit gained from an
income tax system by a person who jikes leisure. A person who does
not work, because he likes leisure or likes the things that leisure time
affords, does not earn a money income that is subject to taxation. He
gets the benefits of non-work but does not have to pay taxes on those
benefits, simply because the benefits are not in money income terms
that are taxable, On the other hand, the person who prefers
goods-whether Shakespearean plays or suits of clothes-must give
up leisure and the things that he can do with leisure time in order to
earn t h e necessary money to buy goods; the money income that is
earned is taxable, whereas the leisure, as noted, is not. The person
who likes goods must either work longer, because of taxes, in mder
to obtain a given amount of goods or must forgo some of the goods
he planned to buy. Nozick adds:
Given this, if it would be illegitimate for a tax system to seize
some of a man's (jfiorced)labor for the purpose of serving the
needy, how can it be legitimate for a tax system to seize some of
a man's goods for that purpose? Why should we treat the man
whose happiness requires certain material goods or services differently from the man whose preferences and desires make such
goods unnecessary for this happiness? Why should the man
who prefers seeing a movie (and who has to earn money for a
ticket) be open to the required call to aid the needy, while the
person who prefers looking at a sunset (and hence need earn no
extra money) is not? Indeed, isn't it surprising that redistribuhionists choose to ignore the man whose pleasures are so easily
attainable without extra labor, while adding yet another burden
t o the poor unfortunak who must work for his p l e a s ~ r e s ? ~
7'0 Nozick, taxation is characteristically similar to theft because the
implied coercion causes one person to gain at the expense of another
in m u c h the same way that a mugging causes the mugger to gain at
the expense of the person who is mugged.

i n a n important counterargument, B. R , Kearl attempts to dispute
Noaick's argument, He writes:

I ~ ~ n suggest
li
in this essay that private rights over property.
which are essential to rhe efficient use of resources in a prisemarket system of ailocation, are socially defined. If one then
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accepts Nonick's rationalization of the minimal state a n d its
monopoiy position in '"rotecrion," the minimal state has a
claim to social output, Moreover, this claim would ailow it to
eiagage in redistributive activities other than those necessary for
maintaining the enforcement apparatus of the minimal state,
Heaace, taxation is not theft and limited redistribution is not
imy~1oral.6
With -the use of the numerical example relating to a newly discovered fishing grounds, Kearl makes *-.lhat is now a standard
arg~imentthat, under common property rights (in contrast to private
property rights), individual producers will ignore the external effects
of their own fishing activities on the productivity of other fishermen:
individual fishermen will not consider the cost they inapose on each
other and will therefore tend to "overpraduce." When a fisherman
goes out to fish in the ""common fishing grounds," he must consider
his expenses in labor and equipment in determining how long t o fish
211d how many fish to catch. When the fishing grounds are c o r ~ m o n
property, however, there is one cost that he is unlikely to consider:
the increased diWculty that others will have in catching fish. Because some fish are caught, other fishermen will have more difficulty: incur greater costs, to catch their fish. In this way, the actions
of any fisherman imposes an e.?e.malcost on others. If the individual fisherman had to incur the external cost, then he would catch
fewer f k h , Indeed, all fishemen would have higher cost structuresi
the price of fish would rise, and fewer fish would be caught and sold
on the market,
When access to the fishing g r o ~ n d is
s "free," which it Is when the
grounds are common property and when there are mar,y fishermen,
each individual fisherman is unlikely 60 restrain his own fishing for
two basic reasons, First, any one fisherman is unlikely to affect
significantly the total quantity of fish on the market or the market
price for fish. He simply isn't large enough when the group is large;
Sherehre, there are no realized benefits to theoii;shernaan for cutting
back his proderction; the benefits are external, received by others
who irtnd fishing ezsier. Secsnd, the individual fisherman can reason
that, if he cuts back his production, some other fisherman will very
likely come into the fishing grounds and take the fish that he does
not take. IPthe stock of fish is being depleted by ""overfishing," then
the aceions of the individual Gsherman will not materially affect that
outcome.
Funhermore, an individual fisherman is unlikely to do anything
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to contribute to the procreation of fish in the common grounds, If he
does make any investment to increase the stock of fish, the cost of
fishing to others will be reduced and others will tend to fish Inore,
negating the "good intentions" of the individual who undertook the
investment, From this line of reasoning, we can deduce that the
common grounds will be ' k v e ~ ~ s h e dand
" nothing will be done by
individual fishermen; all will tend to 'Tree ride" (or will attempt to
"'free ride") on the efforts of others. By assigning private rights
( p ~ s u m a b l y territorial
,
nights) to individual fishermen, use of the
fishing grounds will command a price, production will be reduced,
and net social product will rise.
Kearl argues that, because the collectivity must be involved in any
such assignn~ent of rights or entitlements, the collectivity is
productive and has legitimate claim on the insreused output of
society: "&%remust acknowiedge that a, minima%state which does
nothing rr,ore 'char, define and protect private rights over p r ~ p e r t y
has a rightful claim lo real output."' The state can, therefore,
become more than ""minimal" and remain moral; it can take a part
of t h e greater social output from those who receive it and transfer it
to those who are deemed in need or, perhaps, to those who n a y lose
because of the initial assignment of private property rights.

CMITALIZEDENTITLEMENTS:
A CRITIQUE
N ~ z i c kand Kearl present sharply coatra.sting arguments on the
moral merit of taxation. Taken in isolation, each argument seems ta
have a great deal of merit, This is partly because each does nor deal
directly with the issues the other raises. Nozick is concerned with the
morality of the coercive power of government and how it is used in
collecting taxes. Kearl, however, points out a situation in which all
parties can agree to distribute private property rights and to ase
some of the increase in social product to distribute to the ""par." Indeed, although Kearl does not raise the point, it can be noted that, in
order to get the agreement of the "poor" to the distribution of
private property rights, those %whoget the rights and are "rich" may
have to give up some of their income to the ""poor" in the form of
income grants or other welfare programs. The "rrich" may not want
to d o that, but they may reason that they will be better off by having
private property and by being "taxed" than by not having the
private property and the resulting higher income levels.
Kearl's argument also has weaknesses. Although the contractarian perspective he employs is useful to gain insight about the
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moral merit of taxation, his argument is for several reasons open to
criticism. First? it assames that property rights are defined a n d protected solely by the state. Hence, the implication is that the state has
a significant ciakna on the social product, a claim that enables the
state to expand beyond Nozick's minimum. But that conclusion does
not necessarily O1How from Keari's analysis. Property sights-that is,
socially recognized limits to individual and coIlective behaviorhave frequently existed prior to formal government.
Further: the property rights that have been recognized have been
protected, not by the state, but by individuals. Even when a state
exists as an enforcer of property rights, those rights are only
marginally protected by the state; they are overwhelmingly protected
by individuals who have a private stake in the retention of those
rights. A person's "right" to his household furnishings, for example,
is typically far more dependent upon his wiliingness to install: Eocks
on the doors and windows of his house than i t i s on the state's police
force. In a study of business contracts, Stewart Macaulay found that
85 percent of the contracts evaluated were actually unenforceable in
the courts. The contracts had force, however, because of the parties'
private interests in a continuation of their mutuaiiy beneficial business relationships.Wranted, the state may add to the security of
property and may therefore enhance, as Kearl argues, the social
product. If we are to follow the spirit of Kearl's argument, howeverj
we must conclude that the state has a claim on only the mcdrgin~ial
izcrease in the social product that results from the state's margi~~aI
corzt~butionto the definition and protection of property.
Looked at this way, there is no reason to believe that the state's
claim to the social product ns sufficiently great to enable the state to
expand beyond Nozick's minimum. True, the claim may be sufficient for the state to engage in redistributive activity, but Mear19s
argument does not really demonstrate that that is the case. Given the
monopoly position the state has in the definition and protection of
property rights, we cannot be sure that the state will operate
efficiently in carrying out i t basic function and that the state's
legitimate claim to the social product, if there is one, will enable i t to
do more than protect basic rights.
Second, Kearl implicitly assumes that the state is an agent that
exists prior to and independent of the people who wish to have property rights defined and protected; he assumes the state holds the
rights before the initial distribution and that the state, not the property owners, is therefore "entitled" to a fraction or all of the expansion of the social product that results from the definition and
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enforcement of property rights. If the state is viewed, however, as an
agent of the people who collectively agree, in a social contract setting, to define and protect property, then it does not necessarily
follow that the state is "entitled" to any claim on social product: the
people who take the necessary steps to have property defined and
protected-who set up the state-are the ones who are responsible
for what the state does, Therefore, one can reasonably argue that the
property owners themselves have full claim to the fruits of the property they own.
Third, Keari implicitly assumes that the state, as an independent
agent, contracts with property owners for a portion or all of the
increase in the sociai product that results from the state's definition
and protection of property. There need not be any such contract.
The state; as an independent agent, may act "out of the goodness of
its heart," relinquishing all claim to the social product. If there were
a contract, there would be no reason to believe that the contractual
payments made to the state tvould be sufficient to allow the state to
expand beyond Nozlck's minimum. Indeed, Nozick seems to suggest
that a sociai contract conception of the state would and should hold
the state to a minimal set ofactivities. If the state has a contract that
gives it a claim to the social product, then property owners, even in
Nozick's theory of justice, would have an obligation to make the payment. But, we must ask, Where is the contract? The fact that the
activities of the state are ""productive," in the sznse that they
contribute to economic efficiency, does not, in and of itself3give the
state entitlement to anything, much less a "rightful claim to real
output" for purposes of income redistribution.
Forarth, Kearl implicitly assumes that taxation and the assignment of rights are separate and not interrelated events. In organizing t h e criticisms presented here, assume, as does Kearl, that
markets work reasonably well, if not perfectly, to reflect the value of
the entitlements that have been granted. When markets work well
(and Mearl's purpose was not to argue otherwise), the value of the
private property (or wealth) initially distributed will tend to be the
equivalent of the present value of the future income stream that can
be received from the entitlements possessed. (People will simply base
their bids for the property on how much income or benefits they can
expect to receive from owning the property; at the limit, in a competitive market peopie will bid prices that equal the expected value
of t h e future income stream,) If at the time of the initial distribution
of property rights, the state gives clear notice of any plans to tax

away a portion of the greater social output that results from the
assignment of rights, then no harm will be done: redistributing
future income will not be a problem. This is because the state has
not fully distributed all the rights (or entitlements) that are
available; it has not given people full claim to the existing fishing
grounds, to use Kearl's example. The capitalized value of the rights
that are distributed will reflect the claim of the state to the future
income stream from the property and will thus be less than it would
have been in the absence of the state's claim or threat of taxation.
What the state has not given, it cannot take away in an overt or
covert manner.
Taxation may become, however, the practical equivalent of theft
and morally suspect when clear notice of the state's intentions ax the
point of initial distribution of sights is not given. For example, if at
the time of the initial distribution the state does not assert its claim
to the increase in social output and does not reveal its intentions to
tax away a part of the increase in social output, then the state has
effectively distributed all entitlements and has reserved nothing for
itself. The capitalized value of the fishing grounds, or anything else
subject to distribution, will reflect the full value of the rights that
have been distributed: the capitalized value will be greater than it
would have been in the above case in which the state asserts its
residual claim.
As time goes by, the rights subject to the initial distribution will be
traded for prices that approximate their capitalized values. If the
state, at some future point in time, asserts claim to the greater social
product that results from the initial assignment of rights, then
markets will adjust to what amounts to a redefinition and redistribution of rights. The market value of the assigned segments of, for
example, the fishing grounds will fall, reflecting the lower net,
after-tax income of the property. The people involved suffer a wealth
loss: that which has been effectively given is taken away. Even if the
people have adhered fully to the principle of justice in transfer they
may have collectively accepted at the time of the initial distribution,
the property is taken anyway, albeit covertly, via the market's
reevaluation of the entitlements that remain. It is in this sense that
taxation can take on characteristics of theft.
In addition to coercion, the act of theft can suggest total or pal-tial
deception or secrecy. If at the time of the initial distribution the state
discloses its intentions lo tax future income streams, either
immediately or at some future point in time, then theft cannot be
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involved in taxation and no 11ar;n is done to future holders of the
entlt!ements. Holders of property rights then know the full scope of
the rights they hold. The anarker price of the rights then reflects
what t h e state discloses about its claim to future income. (The
market price of the property will be %ou:er, the closer to the present
the state plans to begin taxation.) People who buy property will pay
only a price that reflects the present value of the future net, njier-tax
income stream, When taxation commences, entitlement holders will
lose nothing in the way of wealth for which they have "'justly" paid.
The principle of justice in transfer will be fully operative.
The analysis of this section suggests that Kearl's argument is defective because it fails to account for the fact that future inrcome
streams are capitalized into the value of the rights that are subject to
transfer. Fudhermore, the analysis suggests that redistribution of
wealth (from that which occurs at the time of initial distribution) can
only occur when the intentions of the state to tax and redistribute
income are, to one degree or another, kept secret. Taxation is
objectionable to many simply because they prefer to keep that
portion of the greater social outgut over which the state has an
astnsunced claim; the morality of state action is not necesswrsiky at
issue in such objections, Taxation can, however, become moraily
questionable and pejoratively equated with theft when the intentions
at the state are not announced.
Furthermore, it sho~aldbe understood, the state has reasonj albeit
weak, to hide its intentions to tax in some future time period. Taxes
(other than lump-sum or perfectly general taxes) at levels that go beyond the function of the minimal state to provide protection of
private property rights dampens productive efforts and thereby
keeps the net social productfrom reaching the Ieveks it will otherwise
reach. This is m e of Nozick's points. If the state assigns rights and
ar t h e same time announces its intentions to tax away a portion of
the greater social prnduct, then the social product, as Mearl
suggests, can be greater than otherwise, The point suggested is that
the social product will be even greater if the state's intentions to tax
are k e p t secret. This is because the net marginal return to effort will
be perceived to be greater than it actually is. When this happens, the
state has not fuiiy eliminated -the problem of overproduction, which
rhe a s s i g a m e ~of
~ rprivate rights 6s intended to solve. Put bluntly, and
less kindly, the stale knows that by keeping secret its intentions to
:ax, there will be more to steal when its intentions are not fgfly
revealed.

Kearl concludes that "the state can, in fact, use its coercive apparatus to force some individuals to help others, since within the limits
we have defined, it has been a contributor to the fruits of their
l a b ~ r . "The
~ lesson of a '"capitalized entitlements" approach t o the
question of taxation can be put succinctly: Before we can comment
on the morality of taxation, we need to know more than the fact that
governmentally defined and protected property rights contribute to
economic efficiency. We need to know exactly what rights are
distributed initially and the announced or unannounced taxation
intentions of the state.
Having recognized those basic points, on the other hand, we are
led to consider another question-How can the state know, when it
is constructing a constitution Iike the one for the United States, what
its taxation intentions will be tens or hundreds of years in the future?
Perhaps, all that can be done is to let people know initially that
taxation is at least possible, if not probable. This all brings us back
to Howard Jarvis and people's current concern over the taxes they
are paying. Many people have become distressed about their taxes
because they have been led to believe that the property they acquired
would not he taxed to the extent that it has been. Accordingly, they
have paid prices for the property that have reflected those
expectations. They may be "mad as heil" simply because they feel
that they have been misled by their government and that they not
only have had to give up taxes but also have had to give up wealth in
terms of reduced market prices for their property. A common thief
does not typically act with greater force or stealth.
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ON MODELING
THE ORIGINAL POSITION
Exac Vora M a c - ~ u s
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'ITEVEN STUSNICK, in his paper "'Social Choice and the
Derivation of Rawls's Difference Principle,"' claims to have
provided a "formal model5' of RawPs's original position (p. 85). The
model, adopting the framework of social choice theory, consists of a
"'weak set of axioms" and a "judgment of priority" (p. 86), The
axioms represent the 'konstraints on information" in the original
position and a "weak notion of rationality" (p. 90). Strasnick
believes the priority judgment is entailed by the initial equality assumption of the original position (p. 88-89). From the statements of
this modei Strasnick deduces the difference principle.
Strasnick claims that his formal procedure verifies Rawls's controversial derivation of the difference principle (which many critics
have thought invalid). Siace 'Qne cannot criticize the difference
principie from the context of the original position without falling
into contradiction"' (2, 86;, he suggests that critical discussion of
Wawls's theory should turn from the derivation (now proven valid) to
the assumptions of the original position (p. 991%Following Woaick,
Strasnick is skeptical about these assumptions, since they appear to
rule o u t consideration of murajly legitimate prior claims to the goods
tha': axe to be distributed in the original position (pp. 87-88). In
overall Intenr, Strasnick sets the stage for using Nozick's criticisms
of t h e original position assumptions to dispose of the difference
principle.
In this paper I will (1)characterize Strasnick's formulation of the
social choice problem and his use of his formal model, I will (2)
develop an example in which Ssrasnick's social preference function
and Rawls's agents in the original position would clearly make
different choices, thus proving that Strasnick's model misrepresents
the original position in scme respect at least. I will then (3) show how
this discrepancy comes about as the result of fundamental
differences between Strascick's formulation of the social choice
problem---as o m of finding a suitable way of aggregating individual
preferences over known outcomes-and Wawts's formulation, which
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is quite different. 1will show that no model using a preference aggregation framework like Strasnick's can represent all essential
elements of justice as fairness. Finally I will (4) raise some questions
about the Nozick-Strasnick interpretation of the original position
and suggest an alternative interpretation, according to which Rawls
is not vulnerable to Nozick's criticisms.

(1)Strasnick, like Arrow, fomulates the problem of social choice as
one of finding a suitable way of aggregating individual preferences
over available alternatives to form a social preference ordering of
these alternatives. (Here, alternatives are distributive states, o r possible distributions of primary goods among individuals.) Strasnick
modifies Arrow's formulation by allowing ordinal interpersonal
comparisons of utility. Such comparisons are made by simply using
a numerical index of the amount of primary goods (or income)
individuals receive in some distribution as an ordinal utility index
with interpersonal significance. (If Jones receives 5 units of primary
goods, and Smith receives 7, then Smith's utility is greater than
Jones's.) Utility comparisons are used to develop a notion of
preference priority, which identifies the individuals whose
preferences are weighted more heavily in deciding social preference
in those cases where individual preferences conflict. Preference
priorities thus make it possible for Strasnick to avoid Arro:v's
celebrated paradox, which is due to the unavailability in his
formulation of any procedure for ""hadling" conflicting preferences.
In the treatment under discussion here, Strasnick assigns the
highest priority to the preference of the individual who would be
worst-off (whose payoff in primary goods would be lowest) if his
preference were frustrated. Social preference is then identical to the
preference of the "worst-off' individual, the preferences of other individuals are disregarded, and no inconsistency in the social preference ordering can occur. (Strictly speaking, social preference is that of
the worst-off individual only for choices among pairs of distributions.
For choices among three or more distributions a series of pairwise
comparisons must be performed. The transitivity of social preference
can then be used to identify the socially most preferred distribution.
This will always be the distribution with the highest minimum payoff,
not necessarily the distribution that would be most preferred by the
individual with the lowest possible payoff.)
Social choice, then, for Strasnick involves (a) individual preference
orderings, (b)judgments of preference priority, and (c) moving from
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(0) and (5) to a social preference, via some social preference function,
or SPF. Given appropriate priority judgments, said to represent the
initial equality assumption of the original positior;, and other axioms
said to represent its information constraints and conception of
rationality, Sirasnick proves the theorem that the SPF must be the
difference principle. His procedure is comparable to any use of a
formal logic to test the validity of some informal argument. One
must identify and paraphrase appropriately the premises and the
conclusion of the informal argument. Then one must reconstruct a
L-IS~S.
formal argument that proves the conclusion, given the prem'
Strasnick's formal model of the original position consists simply of a
set of premises that are paraphrases in his formalism of Rawls's
premises, that is, Rawls's assumptions concerning freedom and
equality, the veil of ignorance, and rational self-interest. Strasnick's
claim to have used this formal model to verify Rawls9sderivation can
faii in several ways. His premises (or conclusion) may not be suitabie
paraphrases of Rawls's premises (or conc!usion). His formal
deduction may not be valid, If his deduction is valid, it is still
possible that it is a different argument from the one Rawls uses,
which could be invalid even though a valid argumenlt from his
premises to his conclusion exists.
One would expect that the least vulnerable part of Strasnick's
procedure would be his formal deduction (though R.P. Woiff has
pointed out some problems concerning irs validity).2 Raising
questions concerning the appropriateness of his premises (his formal
model) would seem a more promising line of attack. 1 \will give very
brief informal characterhations of Strasnick's [our axioms here,
even though I do not intend to criticize them, since this will provide
useful detail concerning the nature of Strasnick's mode!, Strasnick's
i is said to make sociai choice a function
first axiom is ~ i n a r i n e sand
of individual preferences and their priorities only @. 9Q. (This
axiom is analogous to Arrow's Independence of Irrelevant
Alternatives.) His second and third axioms are Anonymity and
Neutrality, which are intended to make social choice independent of
the labels used to designate different individuals or alternative
distributions (pp. 91-92). These three axioms are said (rather
incredibly) to represent the information constraints of the original
position. The fourth axiom, Unanimity, imposes a consistency requirement on the SPF. For exampie, if X is preferred to Y in a
subsociety consisting of Smith and Jones, and similarly in a subsociety consisting of Riley and O'Brien, then X is preferred to Y in
the society consisting of ail four. This axiom is sacd to capture "an

element of rationality" that is part of '"he significance s f the
original position" (p. 93). It would seem that these axioms are extremely questionable as paraphrases of the infomation and
rationality premises (assumptions) in Rawls9s derivation argument,
though I do not pursue this here.
Strasnick claims that his four axioms are consistent with most
major theories of distributive justice, including utilitarianism (p.90).
It is addition of the Priority Principle to the model that renders it
inconsistent with any SPF other than the difference principle, My
criticism of Strasnick's model will be restricted to his Priority
Principle (though in my third section I will criticize the approach to
the problem of social choice embodied in his axioms).
(2) Strasnick arrives at his Priority Principle through analysis of a
kind of choice situation. "'In the initial situation of equality,
individuals i and j will each possess the same amount of primary
goods (see 62). Suppose we can increase the allotment of primary
goods for one individual by transporting him to another state. If we
place individual j in state u, he will receive a higher allocation of primary goods than would individual i if he were placed in state x. Since
only one of these individuals may benefit, we must decide whose
preference for the new state is to have greater priority." (P. 88)
I be!ieve the fo!lowing payoff matrix exemplifies the kiad of
situation Strasnick has in mind. Let individual i be Smith, individual
j be Jones, and e be the initial situation of equality:

e
x
u

Smith
5
6
5

Jones
5

5
7

Smith prefers x to e and is indifferent between e and u. Jones prefers
u to e and is indifferent between e and x. Treating amounts of
primary goods as an ordinal utility index with interpersonal
significance, Smith and Jones have the same utility in e, Smith has
more utility than Jones In x, Jones has more utility than Smith in u,
and Jones in u has more utility than Smith in x. Total utility is greatest in u, less great in x, and least in e.
Strasnick points out that a utilitarian would assign greater priority to Jones's preference, since his gain in moving to his preferred
state would be greater than Smith's gain in moving to his preferred
state. Hence u would be the socially preferred state (in this two-
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person case) using a utilitarian SPF,since total utility is greatest in u.
(P. 89) What priority judgment would be required by the original position assumptions? According to Strasnick, assigning higher priority to Jones's preference would "involve denial of a necessary property of primary goods. . .that all individuals have the same claim to
them. . . .if we were correct in according j's preference a greater priority from a moral point of view, that would entail that j was entitled
to more primary goods than i" (p. 89). So the preferences of Smith
and Jones must be assigned the same priority in such a case. Otherwise t h e initial equality assumption of the original position is
violated.
Strasnick hrmalizes this conclusion in his Priority Principle,
which reads: "For all i, j, x, y, u, z, if yi=zj, then xPi-uPjz" (p. 89).
Here, yi is i's payoff in state y, and zj is z's payoff in state z, The
Principle says that in a case where iGdividuals i and j receive the
same payoffs in their iess-preferred states, their preferences for their
more-prefemed states must be assigned the same priority. The
symbols "xPiy-uPjz9' are read "i's preference for x over y has the
same priority as j's preference for u over z." The case represented by
my matrix is obtained by letting both y and z be the same state, e,
initial equality, where both individuals receive 5 units of primary
goods.
Thus Strasnick's formulation assigns the same priority to Jones's
preference for u over e as it does to Smith's preference for x over e.
Strasnick points out later that in the two-person case the Priority
Principle becomes the SPF, "a special case of the difference
principle. . . .if two persons with conflicting preferences would be
left equally badly-off if their preferences were frustrated, the social
preference must be indifferent between them" (p. 98). So in the
two-person case of my example, social choice is indifkrent between x
and u , that is, between the distributions (6, 5) and (5, 7).
How would agents in the original position, in Rawls's own formulation, view the choice between x and u? This question concerns
specific properties of the choice situation defined by the original
position assumptions. It is different from the question of how
Rawls's difference principle would choose between x and u.
According to the rational self-interest assumption of the original
position, agents in it will attempt to identify the distributive arrangements in which their overall prospects are best, given that they do
not know what their position will be in any of the distributions under
consideration. They will choose the arrangements in which their
overall prospects seem best to them. In this example there is no
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difficulty identifying the arrangement that offers the best prospect-s,
since (5, 7 ) is obviously better than (6, 5): the two distributions have
the same minimum, (5,7) has a higher maximum, and no distinctions can be made concerning the probabilities of being in either of
the two positions-an extremely easy case to decide, it would a p p e a r ,
given the original position choice assumptions.
So in this example, agents in Rawls's original position would
prefer (5, 7) to (6,51, while Strasnick's formal model entails tirat
social preference will be indifferent. Since the two fo~mulations
make different choices in at least some cases, neither can be a model
of the othere3This proves that Strasnick's claim to have provided a
formal model of the original position is mistaken.
(We may note that Strasnick, in developing his Priority Principle,
uses information about the payoffs individuals will r e c e i v e t h a t is,
their places in some distribution-and information concerning what
their payoff will be in some second distribution, given what it was in
some prior distribution. None of this is admissible in Rawls's
original position.)

(3) Let us consider how the above discrepancy arises. In
Strasnick's formulation, individuals form preferences over distribative states 011 the basis of known payoffs they will receive in each
state. Individuals simply prefer more PQ !ess. Then a prioriQ Qudgment is invoked, which identifies the individual whose preference is
to be decisive, A social preference follows, with no danger of inconsistency, since other possibly confliding preferences are ruled o u t of
consideration.
In Rawls's formulation it is also true that only one preference decides the matter, and problems resuiting from conflicting preferences are thereby avoided. But Rawls's ruling preference is arrived
at in an entirely different way, without invoking anything resembling
a notion of preference priority. Agents in the original position are
asked to form preferences over entire distributions of payoffs, on the
assumption that they do not know what their position will be in any
distribution. They must find some rational procedure for comparing
their overall prospects under one distribution with their overall
prospects under another: how does one weigh possible gains and
losses under one distribution against possible gains and losses under
an alternative distribution? Since the agents wiII have to consider the
possibility of being in any position, high or low, they will in effect
have to take into account the interests of every person in their choice
of distributive principles. For this reason, the original position
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choice can be viewed as a device for giving appropriate weight to the
potentially conflicting interests of every person affected by the
choice. Claims that principles chosen in such circumstances would
be fair depend on the adequacy of this device (as much as on the
elimination of biased choices by means of information restrictions).
Thus the task facing agents in the original position of forming
rational preferences over entire distributions of payoffs is an
essential element of justice as fairness. It is entirely different from
frying to establish preference priorities or deciding whose preference
is to rule.
Strasnick's formulation cannot yield a social preference for (5, 7 )
over ( 6 , 5), or vice versa, because suitable grounds for assigning
higher priority to either individual's preference cannot be found,
given his interpretation of the initial equality assumption. For
Rawls, ( 5 , 4 ) can be chosen over (6,5),with no need for an account of
why some person's preference should be given greater priority, since
the choice is made on an entirely different rationale: when the two
distributions are coiisidered in their entirety, overall prospects are
clearly better in (5, 7 ) than in (6, 5). If the task of forming rational
preferences over entire distributions is essential to the Rawlsian
conception of justice as fairness, then no social choice formulation
that employs individual preferences based on known payoffs can
possibly provide a model of it, since the essential task of forming
such comp%expreferences cannot be represented within that kind of
social choice framework. The example of the preceding section is
thus symptomatic of a fundamental difference in approach to the
problem of social choice. Rawls makes no attempt to aggregate
individual preferences nor to form priority judgments. Strasnick
makes no attempt to f o m preferences over entire distributions of
payoffs*
Some additional remarks may bring out this important difference
more cfearly, One hard paat of the choice problems facing agents in
the original position is to solve the problem of how rational
preferences over entire distributions of payoffs are to be formed. (A
second hard part of the choice concerns estimating, as closely as
possible given admissible information, the distributions likely to
result under the various principles of justice being considered, but
this does not concern us here.) The assumptions of the original
position are not decisive concerning a proper method for forming
such complex preferences. Rawls argues (rather than assurnesj that
maximin is the proper method, at least for the peculiar features of
the choice of principles of justice in the original position. (He does
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not defend maximin as a general method for forming such
preferences.) If maximin is adopted, then the difference principle, in
some form, is chosen. Harsanyi argues, contrary to Rawls, that
agents in the original position should maximke expected utility (and
he claims to have the weight of Bayesian decision theory behind his
argument). If his method is adopted, then the principle chosen is a
kind of average utilitarianism (though this principle differs from
classical principles in impodant ways, because of Harsanyi's
employment of von Neumann-Morgcnstem utilities in t h e c h ~ i c e ) . ~
Hare, contrary to both Rawls and Harsanyi, argues for a conservative "insurance" strategy, which assures a decent minimum income
(unlike average utilitarianism) but not the highest possible, since the
latter could result in excessive losses at the higher end of the
distribution in exchange for small gains at the Iower end, thus
worsening overall prospects.'
The original position assumptions thus seem to allow for
considerable argument about which method is most appropriate. Its
direct assumptions do not obviously rule out any of the methods
mentioned above. But for Strasnick, any method that does not result
in the choice ofthe difference principle must conflict with the initial
equality assumption (when conjoined with the other axioms). Yet it
is hard to see where any such contradiction actually arises, and (so
far as I know) no defender of maximin against critics like Harsanyi
and Hare has attempted to show that these critics' choice strategies
are logically incompatible with the initial equality assumption sf the
original position.
In Strasnick's formalism it seems impossible to even represent the
essential Wawlsian task of foming rational individual preferences
over entire distributions of payoffs. Consequently, he can find little
sense in the critical debate concerning this aspect of Rawls's
derivation ( h r Strasnick, such criticisms of Rawls are self-contradictory). If arguments like those of Harsanyi or Hare are even consistent-that maximin is not appropriate, that some principle other
than the difference principle could be chosen, and so on-then they
provide another display of the inappropriateness of Strasnick's
model.

(4) Now H would like to examine the Nozick-Strasnick
interpretation of the original position, particularly the initial
equality assumption that gave rise to the Priority Principle and the
immediate discrepancy between Strasnick's SPF and the original
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position pointed out in my example. On this interpretation the
choice seems to be of a rather concrete sort, concerning the fair
division of some preexisting stock of goods. As Nozick puts it
(quoted by Strasnick): "Imagine a social pie somehow appearing so
that ao one has any claim on any portion of it, no one has more of a
claim than any other person" (p,88). This interpretation does not
allow for any functional dependence of the amount of goods
available for distribution on the way such goods are to be
distributed. It also does not allow for morally legitimate prior claims
to a part of these goods, or to an unequal amount of them, based
on an individual's role in producing t h e n (one of Nozick's objections
to W a ~ l s ! . ~
In Strasnick's words, "We must assume that all individuals have
an equal claim to these goods in the initial situation, or none at all"
(p. 88). On this interpretation I do not see how the kind of cases
Srrasnick discusses to develop his Priority Principle could come up
for serious cons~deration.The social pie simply appears, and there is
no dependence of its size on how it is distributed. But then only strict
equality can be considered as a distributive policy. If %O units were
available in e, and u suddenly became an option with I2 units, why
nor disrribute them (6, S)? The amount of goods avaiiabie will not be
Lessened by an equal distribution, so why even consider (5, 7)?
Furthermore, Srrasnick rules out preference of (5, 7) over (6, 5) on
the grounds that this grants one individual an editiement to a
greater-than-equal share of primary goods, in violation of the
equality assumption. But shouldn't preference for (6,7)over (5, 5) be
ruled out on the same grounds? Surely this grants unequal
entitlements. RawIs's dir'ference principle would, of course, sanction
such a preference, and Strasn?ck9sSPF would also, But apparently
this is not consistent with the interpretation of the initial equality
assumption that led to the Priority Principle. This interpretation
should rule out any distribution other than strict equality. And since
the amount of goods available for distribudon will not be affected by
the way they are distributed, there is no need to consider any
unequal distributions ia tine first place. ("individuals have an equal
claim. . . or none at all,")
It as clear, however, thar Rawls assumes a functional dependence
cf rhe amount available for distribution on the way it is distributed.
He also aliows claims to unequal parts of the social pie, based on roles
In producing the pie. Larger incomes are viewed as incentives to
greater production (cr as a means of achieving an efiicient allocation
of labor? and are juztlfied when tkey contribute (xaximally) to the

welfare of the lowest station. If, following a suggestion of Nozick's,
we were to start with a Rawlsian just distribution and interchange
persons in income stations in such a way as to maintain the same
distributive pattern, or the same minimum income-assuming this
were even possible-the
resulting new distribution would not
necessarily be just on the Rawlsian test, because income difference
would no longer be tied to and justified by their contribution t o the
welfare of the Iower positions.' These overt features of Rawls's
theory are plainly incompatible with Nozick's interpretation s f the
original position choice, as one concerning the distribution of a
preexisting stock of goods, without consideration of claims or
unequal entitlements based on productive roles.
A variety of considerations seem, then, to call for an alternative to
the Nozick-Strasnick interpretation of the original position choice.
In speaking of morally legitimate claims to parts of the social pie
that are prior to the original position, Nozick clearly presupposes
some kind of more fundamental normative structure upon which
such claims are based. Rawls's use of the original position choice,
however, seems to be directed at the most fundamental normative
questions possible and thus does not allow for any prior claims of the
kind Nozick mentions. It is intended to establish the most basic
normative structures within which all kinds of claims arise,
including those based on productive roles. The choice should not be
interpreted as concerning anything as concrete as the distribution of
a fixed stock of goods. Rather, it should be interpreted as
establishing a basic structure within which claims arise, including
those stressed by Nozick, It seems that the claims due to productive
role that are recognized in the Rawlsian basic structure are more
restricted than Nozick believes just. But it is not true that the
original position ignores them. On the contrary, it attempts to
provide a theory of their basis.8
If we interpret the original position choice as here suggested, the
objections of Nozick and Strasnick no longer apply. There are no
morally legitimate claims priot: to the original position, and the
problem is no longer the fair division of a preexisting fixed stock of
goods-a formulation that gave rise to Strasnick's problematic,
apparently incoherent, interpretation of the initial equality
assumption.
1 have shown by example that Strasnick's SPF and Rawls's original
position yield different choices in at least some cases, thus proving
that Strasnick's four axioms and Priority Principle are not a correct
formal model of the original position. This discrepancy was traced to
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fundamental differences between Strasnick's formulation of the
social choice problem-as
one of finding a suitable way of
aggregating individual preferences over known payoffs-and
Wawls's formulation-which
requires the formation of rational
individual preferences over entire distributions of payoffs. This is an
essential element of justice as fairness that cannot even be
represented in a. social choice framework like Sirasnick's (an
""impossibility" result of some generality). 1 have offered a number
of criticisms of the Nozick-Strasnick interpretation of the original
position choice, particularly its initial equality assumption. Some
raise questions about the coherence of Strasnick's argument for the
Priority Principle; others raise questions about viewing the choice as
one concerning the fair division of a preexisting stock of goods,
Finally, I suggested an alternative interpretation of the original
position choice-as establishing the framework within which various
ciaims may arise-which is more consistent with overt features of
Rawls's theory and which is not vulnerable to the criticism that the
original position assumptions rule out recognition of morally
legitimate prior claims to the goods being distributed.
We may understand Strasnick's article overall as an attempt (a) to
shift critical scrutiny of Rawls's theory away from the derkdation, on
the grounds that the formal model has proven it valid, and to the
original position assumptions; and then (b)to suggest that these are
vulnerable to criticisms like Noaick's, thereby disposing of the
difference principle; If my analysis is correct, Strasnick has failed
seriously on both points.
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T IS F. A. HAYEK's STATED OBJECTIVE in The Constitution of
kibep-tylto examine the state of liberty, that is, "the condition of
men i n which coercion by others is seduced as much as is possible in
society" (p. 11).The crucial question to be raised about this work is,
To what extent has this inquiry psov-ed instructive in deliiniting the
range of both freedom and coercion compatible with a free
individual's existence as a member of society?
That freedom is good for people to possess is slot a moral injunction the force of which derives from natural rights, but rather, for
Hayek, is a good that must be justified by recourse to a r g u m e ~ ~ t s
about the conditions that best further the growth of knowledge in
civilization. Freedom, consequently, is not an absolute right but a
qualified right, the strongest argument for which is the inability of
humans to foresee which particular circumscriptions of liberty will
be most deleterious to the future good of ~ o c i e t y ."'What
~
is
important," he writes, "'is not what freedom I personally would like
to exercise but what freedom some person may need in order to do
things beneficial to society" (p. 32).
T h e corollary to this conception of liberty as instrumentally justifiable because people are largely ignorant of the future ramifications
offheir own actions is precisely this: that, should an instance arise in
which there were an apparently overriding case for the suspension of
a particular liberty in the interest of some other preponderant good,
then that liberty should be curtailed in favor of this almost certain
common benefit. In order to determine whether this conditional interpretation of liberty provides us with a principle that reduces coercion to the bare minimum and thus maximizes liberty, it is essential t h a t we examine exactly what Hayek means when he uses the
term coercion.
Hayek begins by distinguishing between the free man and the
slave: the relevant distinction being that the h m e r as opposed to
Reason Papers No. 6 (Spring 1980)37-52.
Copyfight G 1986 by the Reasarz Foundation

the latter is independent of the "arbitrary will of another."
Individual freedom, "the state in which a man is not subject to
coercion by the arbitrary will of another or others," means that its
possessor has the opportunity to act in accordance with his own
decisions, rather than being subject to the will of another "who by
arbitrary decision could coerce him to act or not act in a specific
way" (pp. 11, 12). This freedom refers solely to the relations among
individuals and its only infringement is coercion by others; it does
not apply to the range of physical capacities open to particular individuals or to their power to effect their ends. What the exercise of
this freedom does depend upon is the securing of an assured private
sphere, in which framework individual decisions can be undertaken.
Coercion is pernicious precisely because it prevents individuals
from making the greatest contribution possible to the good of society
(p. 134). It is Hayek's intention to define exactly what coercion
means so that it will be clear in which cases it will be accurate t o say
that someone has, in fact, been coerced. According to his initial definition:
Coercion occurs when one man's actions are made to serve
another man's will, not for his own but for the other's purpose.
i t is not that the coerced does not choose at ail; if that were the
case, we should not speak of his "action." If my hand is guided
by physical force to trace my signature or my finger pressed
against the t ~ g g e rof a gun, I have not acted. Such violence,
which makes my body someone else's physical tool is, of course,
as bad as coercion proper and must be prevented for the same
reason. Coercion implies, however, that I still choose but that my
mind is made someone else's tool, because the alternatives before
me have been so manipulated that the conduct that the coercer
wants me to choose becomes for me the least painful one. Although coerced, it is still I who decide which is the least evil
under the circumstances. P. 1331
One is coerced, then, when another individual so controls one's environment that one is made to serve as a tool for the attainment of
that person's ends.
As the discussion progresses, several crucial qualifications are appended to this original definition. 'Toercion implies both the threat
of inflicting harm and the intention thereby to bring about certain
conduct." While the coerced still chooses, the alternatives open to
him are detemined by another so that he will choose what the

coercer wishes. The coerced is deprived of the possibility of using his
knowledge for his own aims because the effective use of intelligence
requires that one be able to foresee some of the conditions of one's
environment and adhere to a plan of action. "But if the facts which
determine our plans are under the sole control of another, our
actions will be similarly controlled." 8 . 134)
In order to exclude from the category of coercive actions those
market activities in which one party has his expectations disappointed, Mayek introduces another qualification:
So long as the services of a particular person are not crucial to
my existence or the preservation of what I most value, the conditions he exacts for rendering these services cannot properly be
called "coercion." p. 1361
But it is, he quickly assures us, only in exceptional cases that the sole
control of a service or resource wouid enabie another person to exercise true coercion over us. Thus, he presents his "oasis case" as an
interesting rarity:

A monopolist could exercise true coercion, however, if he were,
say, the owner of a spring in an oasis. Let us say that other persons settle there on the assumption that water would always be
available at a reasonable price and then found, perhaps because a second spring dried up, that they had no choice but to
d o whatever the owner of the spring demanded of them if they
were to survive: here would be a clear case of coercion. One
could conceive of a few other instances where a monopolist
might control an essential commodity on which people were
completely dependent. But unless a monopolist is in a position
t o withhold an indispensable supply, he cannot exercise coercion, however unpleasant his demands may be for those who
rely on his services. p. 1561
But what of cases in which the withholding of a benefit by another
person, a person who does not hold monopoly powers, affects me
drastically and adversely; are these cases examples of coercion?
Mayek thinks not and therefore offers another modification of the
term coercion to deal with these occurrences:
Even if the threat of starvation to me and perhaps to my family
impels me to accept a distasteful job at a very low wage, I am
not coerced by him or anybody else. So long as the act that has
placed me in my predicament is not aimed at making me do or

not do specific things, so long as the intent of the act that h a m s
me is not to make me serve another person's ends, its effect on
my freedom is not different from that of any natural calarnitya fire or a Rood that destroys my house or an accident that
harms my health. [P. 1371
The discussion is brought to a close with the observation that what is
coercion to some may not be coercion to others and that what we
should be concerned about is the coercion which will affect the "normal, average person."
It is Hayek's contention, then, that the foIBowing conditions must
be ful6lled in order to say that a person has been coerced: (1) the
coerced person's environment must be controlled by another so that,
while he does choose, he is made to choose what will serve the ends of
another rather than his own ends; (2) the coercer must threaten to
inflict harm with the intention, thereby, to bring about certain ends;
(3) that which the coercer denies to me must be crucial to my existence or to what I most valme; and, finally (4) the act of the coercer
must be directed at me. Upon careful examination, it will become
apparent that Hayek's definition of coercion is radically defective,
primarily because it provides no objective and clearcut standard of
what is a coercive act bnt rather leaves to individual judgment (with
reference to what the individual most values) the detemination of
.-.L-W I K A A a coercive actioii has been perpetrated.
Hayek's definition of coercion fails most conspicuously when we
turn to an examination of monopoly cases. A clear case of coercion
arises, he claims, when our oasis owner is able to exact whatever he
demands from the settlers in return for water from his spring, this
water being the only water available. En contrast to this case, we are
offered that of a man who greatly desires to have his portrait painted
by a famous artist who refuses to paint him except at an exorbitant
fee. The artist would have a monopoly because the man desires to be
painted by this particular artist with his particular skills and not just
by any artist. But Hayek contends that this artist would not have
coercive power over the man because he could do without the
painter's services. The distinction he wishes to draw between these
two cases is that in the former the commodity at issue is one that
cannot be dispensed with, while in the latter the victim is not vitally
afkcted as to life or the preservation of what he most values.
Now, it is apparent that conditions (I), (3,and (4) of coercion srbtain in the oasis case, but it is not at all clear in what way (2) holds. If
we assume that the oasis owner offen%the settlers as a condition for

obtaining one cup of water the payment of one million dollars,
without which payment they will not get the water and will most
likely die, then it is incorrect to say that the owner has inflicted harm
on the settlers in the event that they cannot pay his price for the
water. Hayek claims that the mere power of withholding a benefit
will not produce coercion, and that is all the owner has done, To
then claim, as Hayek does, that in cases of monopoly ownership of
essential services, the mere withholding of a benefit will produce
coercion, is to import an ad hsc assumption to deal with this
disturbing case, an assumption that does not follow from any
principle he has given us.
How does this case differ from the case where there are three
spring owners who, without operating in collusion, offer the
following conditions-one cup of water in exchange for $W0,000,
$500,000, and $50,000, respectively? They are not monopolists, and
yet the people still cannot afford the price. In this second example,
the spring owners, Hayek would have to say, were not acting
coercively while the single spring owner was coercing. If he wished to
assert that the three spring owners were acting coercively, because in
some sense they collectively held a monopoly over the water supply,
then it would follow that whenever an industry as a whole offered
essential products at a price that some individual could not afford,
then it would be acting coercively. This is surely not a consequence
that Hayek could accept, because it would leave to every person arbitrary discretion over the prices at which he should get what he considers "'essential9' goods.
Fun"rhermore, the premise built into the example that the settlers
moved to the oasis on the assumption that water would always be
available at a reasonable price is both irrelevant and illicit. Since an
"assumption" is not a contractual relationship, the spring owner
owes these people nothing. Unless Hayek wishes to maintain that all
those in need of some commodities or services have a claim upon
those who, through foresight or skill, have possession of these goods,
then the settlers have no legitimate claim upon the owner, and he
cannot be said to have harmed them by refusing his services to those
who d o not meet his conditions, In fact, it is not clear that the first
condition of coercion has been satisfied by this example, either,
because the spring owner did not cause the second spring to be
dessicated. The real difficulty here is that Hayek is introducing
irrelevant factors by focusing upon the need of the people or the
exclusive nature of the possession. If an owner of a business is justified i n charging whatever price he wishes for the products he owns

when he is in a competitive market, then why shouId it be illegitimate for him to exercise this same right when his competitors have,
for whatever reason, ""ded up"? Hayek offers no principle for
aborting this right; what he does is, in effect, assert that he doesn't
think this right is desirable any longer because it endangers the
communal good. But 6s his dislike any reason for expropriating the
spring owner who, through no fault of his own, Iost a11 his
competitors?
The difficulty will be made even clearer if we examine a case that
excludes the question of ownership of natural resources. Take the
example of a man on the verge of death who can only be saved by a
new and difficult operation that can be performed only by one doctor, its inventor. Without this operation the man will. most ce&ainly
die, but the doctor refuses to perform the delicate operation without
receiving a certain fee that the sick man cannot afford. This case
differs from the "'painter" example, because the service withheld is
crucial to the existence of the person affected and it parallels the
oasis case because this is a monopoly situation. If the action of the
spring owner is not coercive, as I have shown, then the action of the
doctor is not coercive, either. But Hayek would have to claim that
both cases are i~stancesof coercion. What follows from this claim?
It is Hayek's argument that the government must step In to protect
peopie from coercion, so the doctor shouid be compelled to perform
the operation just as the spring owner should be compelled to sell his
water at prices that people can afford. But now look at the state of
affairs that arises: (I)the doctor is being forced to serve as a tool for
another man's ends that are not his own; (2) the state has threatened
him, or eIse be would have stuck to his original conditions for the
performance of the operation, (3) the state is depriving him of what
he most values (that without which he cannot be free, says Hayek),
the liberty to pursue his vocation as he sees fit; and (4) the act is
clearly directed at him, since he is the only person who can perfsrnl
the operation. Clearly, now, it is the doctor who meets Hayek's
criteria of a coerced agent.
Even on Hayek's own instrumental grounds, such consequences
would be clearly unacceptable, since they would have the effect of
discouraging people from inventing new, life-saving procedures
because they would know that their very success would deprive them
of their liberty to pursue their own ends and would make them the
helpless tools of anyone who needed their services. In no event could
this be counted as a benefit to society. As we see, then, Hayek's
criteria for coercive actions can be consistently applied in ways that

would be unacceptable to him. Fuflhermore, the oasis example,
which was supposed to be a clear case of coercion, has been shown to
be, at the very least, far from clear,
There is, in addition, a more fundamental difficulty, which lies in
the third condition of coercion; that is, that which the coercer denies
to me must be crucial to my existence or what I most value. But if,
for whatever reason, it becomes crucial .to my life or what I most
value that X be painted by one particular painter (say I am on my
deathbed, and only the sight of my portrait painted by this artist will
give me the courage to fight on), then that painter is coercing me by
withholding his talent. And as a consequence, presumably, the government shoraHd step in to prevent this act of coercion by forcing the
painter to meet my terns. Hayek, apparently recograking such an
objection, introduces the notion of the "average, normal person" as
a test of how much discomfort constitutes coercion. But this doesn't
provide an objective s t a n d a r d upon which cases c a n b e
discriminated, because it is itself dependeat upon some one
authority defining who is an "average, normal person" and how
much discomfort this person should be able to take. Because ii, does
not value most highly what B values, or what the average person
values (supposing that could ever be determined), chere is no wag
that we could ever claim that condition (3) was riot satisfied if the
offended person claimed that it was. Since all four crireria rniast be
met in order for an act 'so quaiifj as coercive, there -will always be an
equivocation b u i l t i c t o any determination because of the
subjectivism of this third criterion.
What foiloavs from these objections is that under Hayek's
definition of coercion a. free market could not exist, since he leaves to
every individual the discretion to claim coercion when some good
that he considers crucial to his existence is offered only at a price
that h e cannot or is unwiliing -topay. He is, then, perfectly within his
rights to ca41 in the government to stop the coercer and force him to
offer the good at a price that he considers reasonable. This is an odd
consequence, indeed, for a conception that was supposed to lay the
groundwork for a free-market economy and a free society.
Kayek's attempt to relate his theory of coercion to the critical case
of state action leads him os! to even greater difficulties than were
encountered with his initial fornulation of the definition of coercion.
He begins by asserting that coercion must be the exc:usive
instrument of the government to be exercised f ~ the
r sole purpose of
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preventing instances of far more harmful coercion of one individual
or group by another.
Coercion, however, cannot be altogether avoided because the
only way to prevent it is by the threat of coercion. Free society
has met this problem by conferring the monopoly of coercion on
the state and by attempting to limit this power of the state t o instances where if is required to prevent coercion by priva.te persons. This is possible only by the state's protecting known private spheres of the individual against interference by oflless and
delimiting these private spheres, not by specific assignation, but
by creating conditions under which the individual can determine his own sphere by relying on the rules which teU him what
the government will do in different types of situations. p. 211
In order to establish these private protected spheres in which Individuals are, then, free to act, it is necessary that the government have
within its power the ability to coerce individuals. The recognition of
property is the first step in delimiting the private sphere, and the
established network of rights created by contract is the framework of
exchange. By ensuring that the individual spheres are not drawn up
by government with reference to pal-eicular things or particular persons, the expectation is that this necessary exercise of governmental
coercion will largely lose its potentially menacing nature.
Governmental coercion can be reduced to a minimum by observing the following conditions: (I) it must be limited by known,
general, abstract rules; (2) the effect of these laws on specific individuals must not be foreseen by the lawgivers; (3) the law must only
prescribe limited and foreseeable duties; and (4) the law must leave
the individual free of the arbitrary will of another:
The coercion which a government must still use for this end is
reduced to a minimurar and made as innocuous as possible by
restraining it through known general rules, so that in most instances the individual need never be coerced unless he has
placed himself in a position where he knows he will be coerced.
Even when coercion is not avoidable, it is deprived of its most
harmful effects by being confined to limited and foreseeable
duties, or at least made independent of the arbitrary will of
another person. Being made impersonal and dependent upon
general, abstract rules, whose effect on particular individuals
cannot be foreseen at the time they are laid down, even the coercive acts of government become data on which the individual

can base his own plans. Coercion according to known rules,
which is generally the result of circumstances in which the gerson to be coerced has placed himself, then becomes an instrument assisting the indiv'iduals in the pursuit of their own ends
and not a means to be used for the ends of others. [Pa211
Particular laws, then, mast be abstract, general, and of the nature of
a "once-and-for-all9'command that is 'Yeiirected to unknown people
and that is abstracted from all past~cularcircumstances of time and
place and refers only to such conditions as may occur a n w h e r e and
at any time" (p. 150). Furthermore. these laws m ~ ~be
s tknown and
certain and be applied equaiiy to all persons without respect to
individual differences. To be governed always by the rule of law and
not of men means that adn~inistrativeor judicial discretion must be
limited as far as that is possible.
Laws of this nature are largely deprived of their coercive nature;
they become fixed givens of our environment, similar to the laws of
nature:
Provided that I know beforehand that if I place rnyself in a particular position, B shall be coerced and provided that I can avoid
put-ring myself in such a position, H need never be coerced. At
least insofar as the rules providing for coercion are not aimed at
m e personally but are so framed as to apply equally to all people
in similar circumstances, they are no different from any of the
natural obstacles that affect my plans. In that they tell me what
will happen if I do this or that, the laws of the state have the
same significance for me as the laws of nature; and I can use my
knowledge of the laws of the state to achieve my own aims as I
use my knowledge of the laws of nature. [P.1421
Conscription and taxation being avoidable or at least predictable,
Hayek is willing to categorize them as practically noncoercive
governmental acts:
O f course, in some respects the state uses coercion to make us
perform particular actions, The most important of these are
taxation and the various compulsory services, especially in the
armed forces. Though these are not supposed to be avoidabje,
they are at least predictable and are enforced irrespective of
how the individual a o d d otherwise employ his energies; this
deprives them largely of the evil nature of coercion. If the
k n o a n necessity of paying a certain amount in taxes becomes
t h e basis of a!; my p l a ~ s if, a period of mifitary service is a fore-
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seeable part of my career, then 1 can follow a general plan of life
of my own making and am as independent of the will of another
person as men have learned to be in society. P. 1431
Bayek's conception of general, abstract rules of law does not,
however, exclude the government from legislating with reference to
specific classes of peopie, providing only that both those within and
those outside of the particular group concur as to the advisability of
the Iaw. But the final "justification of any paeicular rule of Law must
be its usefulness" (p. 159).His position is articulated most succinctly
in the following passage:
The conception of freedom under the law that is the ckief concern of this book rests on the contention that when we obey
laws, in the sense of general abstract rules laid down irrespective of their application to us, we are not subject to another
man's will and are, therefore, free. It is because the lawgiver
does not know the particular cases to which his rules will apply,
and it is because the judge who applies them has no choice in
drawing the conclusions that follow from the existing body of
rules and the particular facts of the case, that it can be said
that laws and not men rule. Because the rule is laid down in
ignorance of the particular case and no man's will decides the
coercion used to enforce it, the law is not arbitrary. This, however, is true only if by '"law" we mean the general rules that
apply equally to everybody. This generality is pobably the most
important aspect of that attribute of law which we have called
its "abstractness." As a true law should not name any particulars, so it should especially not single out any specific persons
or group of persons. [P. 1531
Now, the crucial question to be posed concerning Hayek's view of
the rule of law is, Does this concept provide an adequate and
unambiguous standard for differentiating between those governmental actions that are coercive and those that are not? Upon examination, the rule of law as expounded by Hayek will be shown to offer
no principle by which laws dangerous to a free society, yet satisfying
the conditions of a legitimate law, can be condemned. The rule of
law is a framework, a necessary condition, for a free society that
coerces only those citizens who are themselves coercers; but it is not
a sufficient condition, precisely because it gives us no principle for
determining what the contents of "rules of law" should be or what
areas are by their very nature outside the purview of governmental
actionU4

For Hayek to maintain (a) that the government should coerce
individuals only to protect individuals from coercion by others and
(b) that individuals should be coerced, in most cases, only when they
have engaged in a deliberate act that they knew would place them in
such a situation, and then for him to claim that taxation and
conscription are largely deprived of their coercive nature by being
predictable, is to argue for a contradiction. For a man who contends
that the goal of achieving equalization of income is not a proper
justification for governmental use of coercion because no individual
or group of Indk~idualscan determine the potentialities of others, it
seems rather inconsistent for him to contend in the case of conscription, which is a far more serious case, that some people do know better t h a n others what ends those others' lives should serve and what
the real dangers to their lives are. To A, an unwilling conscript, the
distant danger that barbarian hordes from country X may sweep
down on his own country and destroy him, seems a far more remote
possibility of coercion than the order cf his own government that
conscripts him and sends him to fight country X on its own remote
shores. The claim that conscription is justified is tantamount to
positing the existence of some group of individuals (some elite) who
know best what ends the lives of iisdividetals should serve. While this
might be a satisfactory conclusion for an advocate of totalitarianism,
it could hardiy be consistent with Hayek's stated objective of establishing the conditions for a free society,
In point of fact, there are an anlimited nunzber of possible
legislative actions that would satisfy Hayek's condition of consis-:ency with the rule of law and yet be extremely threatening to the
lives and property of putatively free citizens. A law, for example,
proscribing abortion rnighs satisfy all the conditions including that
ofbeing agreed to by majorities both inside and outside the affected
group, yet A, who desires arn abortion and cannot receive one
because of this law, is clearly coerced while neither having engaged
in n o r threatened any person with a coercive act of her own. And a
far more difficult question is, How can the Legislator determine when
majorities inside and ouiside the affected group would concur; this
is especially difficult when we recall that these laws were supposed to
he once-and-for-all enactments that refer to as-yet unknown
persons,
The fact that person B kncws tha.1 from his $10,000 Income 25
percent \will be forcibly taken fTon1 him by taxation to pay for (a) the
sustenance of indigent people whon~he woitld otherwise not wish to
aid, (b)the educa~lonof other peoples' children in docxrines rhat he

abhors, (e) the erection of municipal buildings, swimming pools,
etc., that he neither desires nor will use, (4the prosecution of a war
of which he does not approve, and (e) whatever other projects the
majority can dream up on which to spend his money in ways t h a t he
would not choose to have it spent if it had not been extorted from
him, is hardly to contend that B is a free and noncoerced agent. If no
matter how much he limits his income, he cannot help supporting
causes that he heartily detests (except by reducing his earnings to
zero), then B has been made to serve the ends of others. The
knowledge that this particular tax was not directed specifically at B
would hardly convince B that he was not being coerced, nor should
it. And is he not, also, subject to the arbitrary will of another, t h a t is,
the will of a majority who determine how the products of his labor
are to be ~ t i l i z e d ? ~
Furthermore, Hayek's claim that civil laws promulgated in
accordance with his standards of the rule of law would be similar to
the natural laws of physics seems fallacious, indeed. Natural laws
have as their essential feature a claim to necessity and immutability
as regards this world, and they are not dependent for their validity
upon the creation, discovery, or acceptance by human beings; they
zt
are contingent upon neither the wi!!, choice, nor a c k n o v ~ l e d g ~ eof
some human beings. The same can, surely, not be said for civil laws,
.
W-.
II
I-I~.I Iare quite clearly- the work of specific people-the
resuit of
their particular will, choice, and acknowledgment. The fact that if I
jump from a ten-story building I will not fly gracefully through the
air, but will instead plummet thunderously to the ground, is the
result of my inability to abrogate the laws of nature; the fact that if I
refuse to stop at a red light I may be apprehended by a policeman
and made to pay some penalty is a case that bears only superficial
resemblance to the first, although penalties are paid by me in both
instances. In the first case, the fact that 1 cannot fly is dependent
upon the will of no human agent; it holds true everywhere on earth;
it is true of all persons; and it is not contingent upon the observation
or apprehension of any agent-in short, the penalty I must pay is absolutely necessary. In the second case, the penalty I must pay is
dependent upon the will of another human agent (the legislator); it
obtains in some places on earth and not in others; and it is contingent upon the presence of some agent to apprehend my
transgression-all of which renders the penalty purely contingent.
So much for Hayek's attempt to sanctify civil laws by assimilating to
them the properties of natural, physical laws.
If, under Hayek's system, the state can conscript citizens to serve

against their will and force them to pay taxes to serve ends that they
have not approved, and yet still not be acting illegitimately, while the
spring owner and the doctor who simply attempt to sell their services
at prices that make such a sale worthwhile to them are considered
coercive agents, then something has gone radically awry with
Hayek's definition of coercion and its application to the state in the
guise of the rule of law.
Apart from its function as a coercive agency, the government may,
on Mayek's view, also, perform as a service agency. But to perform
these services it must tax; that is, as he now concedes, to act
coercively. Here, he does label taxation a coercive act; but he does so
not to oppose it; rather, he says that most people will find it
expedient to obey, so, in their own turn, they can coerce others to do
their bidding.
It is not to be expected that there wiii ever be complete unanimity on the desirability or the extent of such services, and it is at
least not obvious that coercing people to contribute to the
achievement of ends in which they are not interested can be
morally justified. Up to a point, most of us find it expedient,
however, to make such contributions on the understanding that
we will in turn profit from similar contributions of others
toward the realization of our own ends. p. 1441
It is lamentable, indeed, that Rayek raises the question of the
morality of coercing people through taxation to support causes of
whish they disapprove, only to have him deflect the issue with the
claim that expediency should be the relevant criterion.

But, though a few theorists have demanded that the activities of
government should be limited to the maintenance of law and
order, such a stand cannot be justified by the principle of liberty. Only the coercive measures of government need to be
strictly limited. We have already seen that there is undeniably a
wide field for non-coercive activities of government and that
there is a clear need for financing them by taxation. [P. 2571
Once again, Hayek fails to recognize that the service activities of
government cannot be noncoercive if they employ taxation. To
argue, as he does, that because he (or a lot of other people) sees a
clear need for these kinds of services they can be legitimately undertaken by the government, is to establish himself (or some other
judge) as the arbiter of what individual ends should be, For

determining that "beyond this point the government cannot act," he
has provided us with no principle except expediency (a standard that
is no fixed guide because it implies either that every person should
judge what is most expedient for him, which would exclude precisely
those activities Hayek is arguing for, or that there be some final,
all-knowing judge of what is expedient for ""society"). For example,
in his discussion of governmental expropriation of the property of
individuals, he says that such an act should only be undertaken if the
public good outweighs the private harm. And again we face these
same, persistent problems-Who is to be the judge, by what standards, by what right, and expedient or for the good of which people?
How can the judge quantify public good, and by what criteria is he
entitled to say that the good of some members of society should be
maximized at the expense of others?
It has been the contention of this critique of Hayek's conception of
coercion and his treatment of the question of coercion and t h e state
that his analysis does not provide us with a clear and nonobfuscatory
criterion for delimiting those actions, be they individual or governmental, that fall under the category of coercive actions. Regarding
the original question about the extent to which Hayek's conception
of Iibertjj leads to the minimization of coercion in the state, t h e answer must be that, rather than limiting coercion to the bare
minimum, he has opened the floodgates to a whole host of governmental measures financed by compulsory taxation and judged pri.~
it is not too harsh to
marily on a standard of e ~ p e d i e n c y Perhaps
say that Hayek himself has in his discussion of this subject done
much to "blur the fundamental distinctions."
Thus, the bankruptcy of Hayek's instrumental justification of
liberty has been demonstrated. Such a '"tilitarian" approach, one
that sanctions liberty as a means to maximize social well-being and
judges all legislation on an expediency standard, cannot provide an
inviolable foundation for personal liberty, private property, and the
free market. On a natural-rights moral foundation, one that Hayelc
would reject, liberty would be an impresc~ptibleend in itself, not
the means to a supposedly higher end of '"ocial benefit." This
alternative moral underpinning offers certain other advantages to a
defense of a free-market system; that is, it eliminates the oasis owner
as a coercer because he has absolute ownership of his property, and
no one else can claim "need" or "the public good" to demand his
product from him; it places boundaries on the concept of the "rule
of law" by delimiting individual private claims (or rights) that
cannot be proscribed by any majority decisions; and it eiiminates the

taxation and conscription cases as clear violations of the rights to
property and life.
it is apparent that Hayek, like the utilitarians, rejected rights
arguments with the obvious strategic advantages that they bring.
Presumably, he would condemn "hem for the traditional Benthamite
reasons (that they are merely metaphysical and unproven),'
but his transition to an efficiency or social-benefit standard does
provide him with the flexibility that a natural-rights underpinning
would have eliminated. Just as John Stuart Mill attacked the
reification of the "noninterference" principle and proceeded to
embrace social welfarism, if not s o c i a l i ~ m so
, ~ Hayek, through the
samz strategy, has come to acquiesce to taxation, conscription, and
state provision for the disadvantaged.
1. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 6960. A11 parenthetical page references in
the text are to this work.
2, T h e centrality of the argument from human ignorance to Hajek's defense of
freedom is displayed with even more clarity In a later work, Law, Legislation and
Liberty, vol. 1 (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 19733. Here, Hayek attacks what
he terms "constructivist rationalism," the view that institutions exist by human
design t o fulfill designated purposes and that they can be redesigned to better fit these
purposes. A spontaneous order-one iii which individuals operating -i,ith fragmeiiied
pieces of knowledge pursue their own ends, is maintained by rules of law, 2nd societal
purposes are nut planned-is the opposing vision that Hayek endorses, For example:
Economics has long stressed the "'division of labour" which such a situation involves. But it has laid much less stress on the fragmentation of knowledge, on the
fact that each member of society can have only a small fraction of the knowledge
possessed by all, and that each is therefore ignorant of most of the facts on which
t h e working of society rests. Yet it is the utilization of much more knowledge
t h a n anyone can possess, and therefore the fact that each moves within a
coherent structure most of whose determinants are unknown to him, that constitutes the distinctive feature of all advanced civilization. [P. 141
3. Ronald Hammoway, in an article entitled "Hayek's Concept of Freedom" (New
Iadividualist Review 1 (1961), offers a parallel analysis of Hayek's oasis case. B e
analyzes the concept "reasonable price," arguing that if reasonable means
"competitive," no determination of "reasonable price" could be made where no
competitive market exists (p. 29).
4. Similar objections have been lodged by other critics, e.g., R. Mammoway,
"Hayek's Concept of Freedom"; J. C. Rees, Philosophy 38 (1963); Lord Robbins,
Economica, Feb. 1961. Hayek's attempt to refute these objections appears in Law,
Legislation and L i b e q , 1: 101. Mere, he embraces a Millian distinction between
activities that affect (later he amends this to "affect and harm"j others and those that
only affect the individual actor. The claim is that only the former activities fall under
the purview of the law and hence that his stipulations for generality in the law would
be applied only to those actions that are other-regarding and affect others. Does this
reformulation solve the problem? As generations of critics have argued, however,
since t h e publicaiion of J. S. Mill's O n L i b e m , the "harm" principle is anlbiguous
and subject to interpretation. W h a t a.ctivity, no matter how personal or insignifica.nt

it might be, cannot be construed by someone as affecting the interest of another? For
example, if 1 eat this piece of cake, you can't. You are, clearly, affected; and if it is the
last piece, you are harmed.) It can provide no clear standard to curtail legitimate
law-making fields from illegitimate. And Hayek's exaKple of religious conformity, in
which such stipulations would fall outside of the pubiic domain, seems to dissolve in
his hands.
At least where it is not believed that the whole group may be punished by a supernatural power for the sins of individuals, there can arise no such rules from the
limitation of conduct towards others. . . . p. 1011
By implication, then, when the group believes that such supernatural power will be
visited upon the collectivity, it would be justified in legally proscribing sacreiigious
conduct. Once again, the "affect or harm7'-others criterion provides no delimiting
principle. Nayek's problems multiply when he goes on to attempt a definition of
actions that harms others. The harm criteria themselves, it seems, will be subject to
continuous reinterpretation by judges and legislators.
5. This problem is not remedied in Hayek's more recent work (e.g., Law,
Legislation and Liberty, 1: 142), in which he argues that social legislation that
establishes provisions Pbr certain minorities and would require additional taxation
need not violate "general rules of conduct." "It would not make the private citizen in
any way the object of administration; he wouid still be free to use his knowledge for
his purposes and not have to serve the purposes of an organization." It is only
"social" legislation that aims at particular purposes with respect to favored groups
that Hayek finds offensive, because it cannot be framed as "general rules of conduct."
6. Hayek attempts in Law, Legblation and Liberty, 1 : 57-61, to rescue freedom
from expediency assessments; but, still abjuring the designation of liberty as a natural
right, he fails in this attempt, too.
A successful defense of freedom must therefore be dogmatic and make n o concessions to expediency; even where it is not possible to show that, besides the
known beneficial effects, some particular harmful result would also follow from
its infringement. Freedom will prevail only if it is accepted as a general principle,
whose application to particular instances requires no justification. [P. 611
Hayek contends that an ideology (and presumably the principle of freedom that he
endorses) cannot be "proved" or demonstrated (p. 58). From where, then, does this
"general principle" derive its status? Freedom, he asserts, is a higher-order principle,
one that ought to be held above the fray of pragmatic trade-offs with other values. On
an evolutionist account of the formation of law and, indeed, of morality, such an
inviolable principle cannot be postulated. It is contradictory to claim, as Hayek does
repeatedly, that all societal rules must evolve, that individuals ignorant of the myriad
events and plethora of knowledge that constitute society cannot create law
volitionally, and then to declare that freedom is somehow an indubitable value.
Clearly, the latter view of liberty is incompatible with an evolutionist conception of
jurisprudence and morality. Regimes wflose regnant principle is unfreedom have
proliferated and flourished throughout the evolutionary process. Indeed, coercive
societies abound in our own age and have succeeded in perfecting the technology of
repression. The evolutionary, or historical process, cannot grant ultimate moral
sanction to the principles of freedom. To argue that it can would be to fall precisely
into the historicist camp that Nayek has so eloquently condemned.
7. Jeremy Bentham, Anarchial Fallacies, in The Works ofJeremy Bentham, ed.
John Bowring (Edinburgh: William Tait, 1839).
8. John Stuart Mill, The Principles of Political Economy, ed. Sir William Ashley,
1909 (New York: Augustus M. Kelley, 1969).
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mong economists, there are two widely held but quite different
concepts of freedom. F. A , Hayek defines freedom as ""the
state in which a man is not subject to coercion by the arbitrary will of
another or others,"' This noninterference concept of freedom, also
strongly supported by Miiton Friedman and Fritz Machlup, holds
that the essential component of individual freedom involves being
free from external coercion and restraint by other peoplen2In the
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Political freedom means the absence of coercion of a man by his
fellow men, The fundamental threat to freedom is power to
coerce, be it in the hands of a monarch, a dictator, an oligarchy,
or a momentary m a j ~ r i t y . ~
T h e nonintederence, or lack of coercion, concept has been
strongly challenged by an "effective power" concept of freedom. In
the latter view, freedom is identified with the power to act, and
freedom in the sense of nonainterfcrence is held to be of no practical
value to those who lack buying power.
George Stigler, in a recent article, deveiops a version of the effective-power concept of freedom. He identifies freedom with the
"domain of choice" and challellges the validity of the concept of
heedom that distinguishes coercion by other men from other
limitations on ~ h o i c eFreedom
.~
or liberty in this domain-of-choice
sense expands with an enlargement of income and wealth, which
increases the effective capacity to choose.

A wider domain of choice is another way of saying that a person
has more freedom or liberty. From this viewpoint one can properly say that even with the vast expansion of public controls over
earning and spending in the United States since the Civil War,
there has been an enormous expansion in the average individual's liberty.'
In this view, freedom increases with the amount sf income and the
consequent increase in size of the individual's opportunity set. It
Reason Papers No. 5 (Spring 1980153-62.
Copyright O 1980 by the ReasonFozrndation.

follows that an increase in income widens the domain of choice even
in highly regimented societies. It is contended that the present-day
Russian, for example, has more liberty than his nineteenth-century
ancestors because his income is higher.6
In challenging the noninterference meaning of freedom, Stigler
argues that it is (1) not possible and (2) pointless to distinguish between restrictions imposed upon an individual's range of choice by
budget limitations (limitations of income or of weaith) and
restrictions on choice due to coercion by others. The following
analysis suggests that wealth and freedom are not synonymous and
that there are important reasons for retaining a noninterference
concept of freedom.

In challenging the Hayekian view that freedom represents the
absence of coercion by others, Stigler contends that many, and
perhaps all, of the restrictions imposed upon our range of choice by
wealth are, at least to some extent, the product of the behavior of
other people. Consider two examples presented by Stigler where
restrictions on our range of choice are alleged to be in some measure
the product of the behavior of others:

1. if I cannot attend a symphony concert because there are not
enough other demanders of a symphony orchestra in my cornmunlty, my wealth has been reduced (in utility terms) by the behavior of others.
2. If other people have reduced their demand for symphony
concerts because of taxation (not necessarily progressive) of income by the state, have I lost liberty or only wealth?'
The first example in which my wealth is alleged to be restricted by
other people is not persuasive. If I cannot attend a symphony
because not enough people wish to attend, in what sense is it appropriate to say that my wealth has been redaced by the behavior of
others? First, the contention that it has been implies that my level of
wealth has been or could be higher. It is correct that my wealth as a
music lover would increase, ceteris pan'bus, were demand sufficiently great to justify a symphony orchestra. Nevertheless, it seeins odd
to contend that my weaith has been reduced in this case, since presumably demand has not been sufficiently great in the past to justi&
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a symphony orchestra. Stigler's case would appear to be an example
.~
of what Harold Demsetz has described as the nirvana a p p r o a ~ hMy
wealth is reduced only when compared with what it would be if
people's tastes were more to my liking. The conclusion that my
wealth is reduced in this case implies that somehow people's tastes
should be different and that, if they were, my wealth would be
higher.
Second, to blame this lack of wealth on my part on the behavior of
other people (not enough people will support a symphony orchestra)
implicitly assumes that I have a "right to music." Other people
cannot have an obligation to support an orchestra unless I have a
right to such music. The "right" to music is similar to the "right to
food" and other "economic rights." Such positive rights demand as
their counterpart that someone must provide what others have the
purported right to. Yet nowhere does Stigler purport to establish
such a right or suchaan (unchosenj obligation on rhe part of other
people.'
This example illustrates the difference between the "I may"
(noninterference) and "I can" (effective-power) concepts of freedom.1° In the example cited, I am free to ("I may") attend a
symphony concert although I cannot do so. H am free in the noninterference but not in the effective-power sense. The reason I do not
have an opportunity to attend a symphony concert is not coercion by
other people but rather wealth limitations.
T h e second case with which Stigler questions our ability to distinguish coercion by others from other limitations on choice is one
where a symphony orchestra was presumably profitable and
available until taxation reduced the demand, eliminating my option
to attend a symphony concert. Which is affected-"liberty or only
wealth"?
Political actions frequently affect liberty as well as wealth. Any tax
involves coercion. The higher the tax, the more coercion involved
and the more effort devoted to circumventing the tax. The fact that
the benefits may exceed the costs of taxation for some people does
not negate the fact that liberty or freedom is affected by taxation
even though the tax is a general one and is not intentionally
capricious in its effects. The effects of any tax can be quite different
for different individuals depending upon the circumstances.
Whether my welfare has suffered depends upon my subjective assessment of the situation. Freedom, like material wealth, is but one
aspect of welfare.

In reality, there are conflicts of freedom, and it is not always easy
to assess the irripact of a policy on freedom. Stigler mentions the
example of limitations on auto parking." Freedom on my part to
ignore traffic regulations, for example, interferes with the freedom
of other people to drive. In traffic regulations, we accept restrictions
on driving as a way of obtaining the maximum freedom to drive.
There are also conflicts of freedom within the economic sphere.
The freedom of coalition and of contract may be used t o restrict the freedoms of work and enterprise, and thereby the freedoms of choice of consumption and occupation. We know of
many instances where workers' or businessmen's combinations
have created monopoIistic positions restricting entry into sccupations or industries. l 2
The fact that freedoms may conflict and that policies may affect
liberty as well as wealth does not lessen the importance of retaining
separate meanings for freedom and wealth. Both contribute to
welfare, but neither should be equated with welfare. Furthermore,
different people are likely to place different weights on the importance of freedom and material wealth.

The purpose of distinguishing the effective power from the noninterference concept of freedom is clearly seen in the case of
limitations by nature. The concept of freedom becomes meaningless
when it is expanded to include naturally occurring limitations of
human capacities and opportunities. Freedom is logically identified
with the threat of being restricted by other people. If constraints on
my behavior are due to nature, in what sense is it meaningful to say
that my freedom is infringed? An infringement of freedom has
moral connotations. Consequently, only human conduct can appropriately be called just or unjust.13 In the case of freedom of scientific
inquiry, for example, ' V o u l d it not be preposterous if some
ultra-pragmatists were to say that Professor X lacks freedom in
inquiry since, although no one limits his research activities, his
reasoning powers are limited?" l 4
The contention that it is pointless to distinguish between restrictions on wealth and liberty in the example cited by Stigler concerning gasoline rationing is also not convincing.

Whether the state forbids me (by a rationing system) to use
nnore than ten gallons of gasoline a week, or whether 1 am prevented from doing so by its high price (not including taxes) is of
little direct significance to me; in either case my driving is iimited by decisions (to ration or to buy gasoline) of my fellow
citizens.
While an individual's driving may be limited to the same extent by
state-imposed rationing as by limitations of wealth in the immediate
moment of time, rationing restricts the range of choice more as conditions change and the individual has an opportunity to make
adjustments. Market rationing permits the individual to use more
gasoline when his income increases or when other conditions change
so that he prefers to substitute gasoline for other goods. In the
absence of gasoline rationing, the individual can make choices now
(e.g., moonlight to earn additional income) that will eventually enable him to exercise that freedom.16
T h e idea that legal restraints are important only insofar as they
affect the domain of choice suggests that restraints that do not affect
my current opportunity set are unimportant, or that as an individual
I am oblivious to all political restraints that are not binding on me.
In this view, a legal prohibition against long hair, men's hats, ice
hockey, or Cadillacs would appear to be of '"little direct significance
to me." Yet, if people generally acted in accordance with narrowly
defined self-interest and were obiivious to all political controls or
restrictions on individual behavior that did not currently affect
them, there could be little support for a free society. Mutual
tojerance is Important in establishing the formally defined rules as
well as in numerous interactions that are conducted in an orderly
manner without rt.les.17
There is evidence that people are, in fact, concerned about
political. controls that are not currently binding on them. George
McGovern discovered in 1972, for example, that his proposal for a
large iacrease in estate taxes was opposed even by many people for
\r;horn such increases were of "'little direct significance,"

It is also r~npartantto maintain the distinction between freedom
and wealth in contrasting the market with a centrally directed
economy. There is a growing consensus that central direction is

inefficient as judged by its ability to produce material goods and services (wealth). l 8 Opposition to the market system, however, focuses
on moral or ethical issues.19 If restrictions on choice arising from
coercion by other individuals are not differentiated from budget limitations, there is no basis for differentiating between economic and
political systems on grounds of freedom.
In the effective-power concept of freedom, general increases in
wealth imply general increases in liberty.20This pragmatic view is
consistent with the utilitarian approach, which holds that the ultimate standard in judging an institution or policy is whether it is a
useful means for helping the "immense majority" attain their
chosen ends whatever those ends may be. The idea that the ends are
taken as given and that goodness is measured by u m b e r s of proponents is clear in the following passage:

I share Hayek's opposition to a host of modern public policies.
They certainly cannot be opposed effectively on moral grounds:
the moral views of a large share of the population are highly
congruent with these policies. If a policy is demonstrably inefficient in achieving its goals, the more efficient policy ought t o be
prefened by members of the society.21
If the ends are taken as given and the only consideration is the
efficacy of alternative measures to achieve those ends, there is
nothing to protect individual rights.z2There is no reason to expect
momentaq majodties to be staunch guardians of minority rights.
The power to coerce is a threat to freedom whether the threat is by a
dictator or a democratic majority. Thus, freedom of the individual
may conflict with majority rule. In summary, the utilitarian approach implies neither free markets nor the protection of other individual rightseZ3
There is another important reason for keeping the freedom and
wealth concepts separate. Freedom as a component of total welfare
is desirable in and of itself. Although there is a great deal of evidence
that freedom and prosperity are positively correlated, freedom would
be considered desirable by many people even if it were to involve a
trade-off with material goods and services.24This point was clearly
made by Wilhelm RGpke:
It is for the same reasons that I champion an economic order
ruled by free prices and markets. . . .this is the only economic
order compatible with human freedom, with a state and society
which safeguard freedom, and with the rule of law.. . . W e
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Although both material wealth and liberty contribute to welfare
and expand the domain of choice, they are different concepts.
Freedom means noninterference, while wealth involves material
goods. The distinction between wealth and freedom is not always
clear-cut, since many policies affect both wealth and liberty. It is
impo&ant, however, that the distinction between freedom and
wealth be maintained, since people reveal by their actions that they
perceive a trade-off when increases in individual freedom can only
be secured by a reduction in wealth. Thus, the "'freedom to be one's
boss," for example, is often cited as a reason for accepting a lowerpaying job. Further, many American settlers came to the United
States for reasons of political and religious liberty.
The market is criticized on a number of grounds despite its
demonstrated superiority in the production of goods and services.
Some people dislike the market because the "wrong things" get
produced, others because it is based on selEitalerest, and still others
because It does not achieve "social justice." Many socialists are willing to forgo the productivity of the market for ideological reasons.
Collectivist methods of agricultural production are maintained in
Russia and China, for example, despite much greater produceivity
on private plots. Egalitarian measures are supported in the West
despite thelr effects on material pro~perity.~'
It is important, then to maintain the distinction between freedom
and wealth in assessing the effect of alternative political and
economic systems upon freedom and material wealth. If freedom is
defined as effective power to obtain what one wants, the important
relationship between freedom and the market is obscured. Individual freedom is a necessary (though not sufficient) condition for
Thus, it is important to maintain the distincachieving pr~sperity.~'
tion between wealth and freedom both because of the demonstrated
relationship of freedom to material wealth and because freedom is
an end of itself. Both issues are important in any assessment of
collectivism versus the market.
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Discussion Notes
THE PHILOSOPHIC CONTENT
OF THE APOLOGE
A JUSTIFICATION OF REASON
Plato's Apology has typically emerged from the critical machinery of
commentators possessing either little philosophic substance or none
at all. And. indeed, what philosophic substance does it possess?
Socrates is accused of impiety and corrupting the Athenian youth;
he is tried by the Athenians; in spite of a convincing defense he is
condemned and sentenced to die. These are the bare bones of the
dialogue. Even so imaginative and sympathetic an interpreter of
Piato as Allan Bloom can And in them merely the statement of a
philosophic problem-the question of how to justify the admission
of philosophy into civil society, but not the justification itself.' Other
commentators have found not even the statement of a philosophic
problem: merely a tribute to the character of Socrates2or the depiction o f injustice done and so on. We can understand, then, and applaud as displaying more candor than the philosophically solemn
but empty exegesis of most critics, Gilbert Ryle's simple assertion
that ""there is no philosophy In. . .the Apology."' This is certainly
the honest thing to say in the circumstances.
Ht will be our contention in the remainder of this essay that, far
from being a philosophic tabula m s a , the Apology presents, hand in
hand, a dialectical justification of dialectic and a demonstration that
the world is rational. It contains, therefore, both epistemological and
metaphysical argument. It contains. therefore (to put the matter
bluntly), philosophy.
If t h e Apology, as we claim, has as its main theme or objective the
justification of dialectic, we might not too rashly' suppose that the
three other dialogues centering on the trial an6 its outcome, the
Euthyphro, Crito, and Phaedo, also do. We might suppose that, with
the example of the Athenian dramatists before him, Plato was drawn
to conceive Socrates' trial and its outcome in the tradit~onalterms of
a tetralogy and hence in terms of four dramatic representations all
having the same basic theme.
Taking the '"ownl~ard way" let us. then, vies all four dialogues
as dialectical justifications of dialectic ilz concreto and see what we
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can uncover. If we need further encouragement for taking this bold
step we can find it, I think, in Socrates9 cryptic comment in the
Phaedo (67e) that to do philosophy is to die. The four dialogues in
question all have to do with Socrates' death and thus, according to
Socrates' cryptic comment, with philosophy. But, witness the outline
of the philosopher king's studies in the Republic, philosophy, according to Plato, is dialectic. Thus, this equation is suggested: the
justification of Socrates9death = the justification of dialectic. O r the
same philosophic "pun" might be couched in the biconditional:
Socrates' death is justified if and only if dialectic is justified.
Viewed from the perspective of the above equation or biconditional, the E u t h p h r o presents a prefatory, negative justification of
dialectic. We are shown the morally perilous condition Euthyphro's)
that we are in when we have no method of inquiry for breaking the
hold of self-deceptions, unexamined hypotheses, etc. Since this
demonstration is carried out in dialectic (thus Euthyphro is asked
for the definition of piety, and his attempted answers are shown to
contain contradictions), the particular method of inquiry being justified negatively is, by reflexive implication, dialectic.
Skirting the Apology for the moment, we find the Crito presenting
this positive justification of dialectic: we are shown that a dialectical
examination of one's relation to the state can ~ r o v i d ean answer lo
questions as morally specific as, Should 1 escape from jail or not?
Moreover, the answer provided is shown to be a better one than is
provided by appeals to public or personal sentiment-what might be
called the "method of the heart," or ""Grito's way."4
Finally in the Phaedo (99e), as the capstone of the same
continuing demonstration, we are presentecf with an abstract,
comparative examination of the nature and foundations of scientific
inquiry. This examination, which once more takes place along dialectical lines, reveals that the method of dialectic is the best method
of scientific inquiry available to human beings, although not the best
conceivable method (the latter would consist in the direct contemplation of the macrocosmic totality, but that, obviously, surpasses
human power).
In this rational progression of justifications of dialectic, where
does the Apology fit in? Well, what has been left out? Clearly, what
has been left out has been a refutation of possible objections to
dialectic. On the face of it, this justification of dialectic should come
right after the prefatory and negative justification offered in the
Euthyphro (which depicts Socrates just before the opening of the
trial). For why go on to any positive justifications if unanswerable
objections to dialectic exist to begin with? Furthermore, this justification will itself have to be dialectical; for if it were not, then pre-
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sumably dialectic would have to be defended by some other method
of inquiry, and this necessity would imply that dialectic was not what
it is purportedly shown to be in the Phaedo: the best and most scientific method of inquiry available to human beings. Does the
Apology, then, contain; a dialectical justification of dialectic directed
to what seem to be unanswerable objections to the method? As we
shall see, it most assuredly doer.
Now it is clear that unless the universe is rational the method of
diaiecric is not usable. As the very quintessence of human raiionality, the nnethsd proceeds by asking for hypotheses or definitions
and then ruling out any that entail a coneradiction. Thus-a sort of
philosophic manifesto of Reason-if declares that false hypotheses
entail contradictions and that contradictions cannot exist in nature.
Iri a world that was not rational. hovever, contradictions might
exist. Indeed, in a world that was perfectly irrational they would
exist by definition. But i f contradictions existed. deriving a contradiction from a hypothesis would notdemonstrate falsiti9 since the
demonstrated contradiction might after all correspond to reality, In
such a world, therefore, truth, if at all attainable, would have to be
asrived at through some instrumeat or method different from dialectlc-through, say, ""Crito's way," 01. the way of the heart. Dialectic
itself could ~la6mto be no more than an idle game of meaningless
check-mates.
NO=^^^ as the method of dlalec~icrules out a hypothesis that entails
a conrradiction, a demonstration that contradictions might exist in
nature will rule out dialectic considered as the hypothesis of right
r n e i h ~ d Bct
.
this is precisely what the Apology appears to demonstrate; indeed, not merely that contradictions might exist in nature
b u t t h a t they actually do, Thus, itself: the Apology is dialectic. But
I~owdoes it appear to demonstrate that contradictions exist in
nature? In none of his speeches or assertions in the dialogue do we
find Socrates presenting any such thesis, ITIfact, in saying that he
takes no interest in inquiries "into things below the earth and in the
sky,"5 Socrates might seem to be abjuring such metaphysical topics.
'out the trial itself-or. more
It is not Socrates in arournent
u
accurately, the trial as understood through the senses, opinion, and
feeling---that seems to show that contradictions exist in nature. Thus
it is t h e trial itself that, like a veritable juggernaut of fact, appears to
crush dialectic. It should be noted, incidentaliy, that the trial is
located nelth2r below the earth nor in the sky.
I he point is: a cora1lax-y of the proposiljon '"the world is rational"
is the proposi"lon "raosality as rational"; and that is to say, moral
moral contradiction
contradiction dces not exist in the world.
would exist, for instance, if the good were bad or justice were injus-

-

tice. Another kind of moral contradiction would exist if the good
received evil; the just, injustice; the evil, good. Thus, if the use of the
method of dialectic is to be defended, the proposition "the good do
not receive evil" must. for one, be defended-indeed. sustained. In
various places in the Apology, we might notice, Socrates asserts this
very thesis or variations of it. "1 do not believe," he says in one place,
"that the law of God permits a better man to be harmed by a worse"
(30d). And one of his Iast remarks in the dialogue, directed t o his
mourning friends, is: "fjx your minds an this one belief, which is
certain-that nothing can harm a good man either in life or after
death" (414. But while Socrates asserts that the good cannot receive
evil, surely the face of the events taking place in the Athenian
courtroom is the face of moral contradiction: sf the good receiving
evil. For example, had there been newspapers in ancient Athens, and
had a sympathetic reporter (say Crito) been at the trial, he probably
would have headed his account ""The Best Receives the Worst" and
gone on to explain, "The most just man in Athens, Socrates, having
been most unjustly accused (as demonstrated by Socrates himself in
cross-examination), was today most unjustly sentenced by the court
to suffer the greatest of all evils, death." This, imdeed, was the response of Socrates' friends, as depicted in the dialogue. It is the
predictable response of any sympathetic reader of the dialogue. i n
very fact, a good man has received evil! What could be plainer or
more certain?
As a defender of dialectic, Plat-or
Plato in the mask of
Socrates-must
meet this strongest conceivable confutation of
dialectic, a confutation that seems to be launched from the world
itself and not from mere fancy or hypothesis. If he can, then, having
met the strongest conceivable ground of objection, he has in effect
met all others. One might say: if the outcome of the trial does not
contain a moral contradiction, then no moral contradiction conceivably exists in nature (much as one might argue: If I do not know that
this is a hand-holding up one's h a i d before one-then there is no
such thing as knowing). This is the far-reaching spearhead of Plato's
strategy in the Apology.
How does Plato refute the trial's seemingly irrefutable disconfirmation of the proposition "the good receive only good"? I n the person
of Socrates he offers two arguments. Neither is itself dialectical in
character, but, since both are advanced as part of the on-going dialectical argument, what is indicated by their presence is not that
dialectic is not the best available method of inquiry but that other
methods of inquiry are subordinate to and subserve and are properly
guided by dialectic. This unstated implication is given explicit statement in the program of studies of the philosopher king outlined in
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the Republic.
The first argument neatly (and no doubt intentionally) side-swipes
empiricist dogma, having as it does the supernatural as its terminus
and induction as its mode, Socrates' '"prophetic voice," which has
invariably warned him when he has been about to do any wrong or
suffer any wrong, has given no such warning at his sentencing. Thus,
there is divine but inductive ground for believing that he is receiving
good and not evil in being sentenced to die.
The second argument resembles a constructive simple dilemma.
In that a dilemma purports to exhaust a14 possibilities in its disjunction, it may be that this second argument is intended to stand proxy
for the kind of arguments that occur in geometry and other mathematical sciences. This argument proceeds: Death is either a dreamless sleep or. consonant with common belief, it is a place where one
will meet and converse with the heroes and sages of antiquity.
Whether one or the other, death is a great good. Thus, it is a great
good, and so, in being sentenced to die, Socrates (the best) has
received a great good (not the worst).'
According to the theoretical representations8of the Apology, then,
the truth is that, whereas the appearance of the trial is that the best
received the worst, the reality is that the best received the best. Thus,
instead of the trial proving that the world and morality contain contradiction and are irrational, it appears to confirm their rationality.
Thus, the trial's seemingly conclusive confutation of dialectic has
been refuted. But the same dialectical inquiry into the trial and its
implications has also made it clear that reality must be distinguished
horn appearance if we are to know what to do and how to live, that
appearance springs from sentiment and unexamined opinion, and
that one's grasp of reality springs rationally from inductively
authenticated sources in the divine and from reason. The Apology
contains, therefore. not only a metaphysical and epistemological
justification of dialectic (as we said at the commencement), but a
moral and methodological one, too,
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ARISTOTLE'S POLIS:
NATURE, HAPPINESS, AND FREEDOh1
Ideologists of all stripes seem to have difficulty dealing with t h e
foundations of what is loosely called the ""Western tradition," t h a t
is, the body of knowledge that has come down to us from Athens a n d
Jerusalem. Of course, these days Jerusalem is simply ignored. T h e
classical tradition, however, must be dealt with. Yet it is frequently
so transfigured that what emerges is what the ideologist wishes u s t o
see, rather than what is these. The most ambitious attempt at this
sort of thing by a 'Yiberal" ideologist is Eric A. Havelock's T h e
Liberal Temper in Greek Politics.' More recently and on a smaller
scale, Fred Miller has, in the pages of this journal, interpreted one
aspect of the classical tradition from the standpoint of "~ibertarianY'
political theory, in his essay "The State and the Community in Aristotle's Polieics. "'
This curious attempt to defend the "libertarianism9' of Lykophron
and Mippodamus3 against Aristotle's '6ppaternalism9'is a daring, if
ill-conceived, enterprise. In Miller's presentation, Aristotle seems t o
emerge as a villain who misunderstand the enlightened political
thought of the Greek "libertarians" and, we are to infer, derails subsequent political thought in the name of "'paternalism."
Fundamental to Miller's reading of the Politics is the idea t h a t
there is a distinction between ""cmmunity" and "'state" that Aristotle confuses in his use of golis. He argues that in Book 1 Aristotle is
using polis in the former sense, at the beginning of Book 3 in t h e
latter, but that later in Book 3 he confuses the two. The pskis of Book 1,
according to Miller, '%is understood as the community itselt a
complex system of human relationships, voluntary as well as
coercive, personal as well as public9' (p, 63). But, he maintains, in
Book 3 Aristotle shifts his use of polis to mean the state, "the
association of citizens in a politeia" (1276bl-2). By pointing out what
he believes to be a distinction in meaning, Miller claims to solve t h e
paradox of Aristotle's assertion that apolis changes when its politeia
changes. Miller has no quarrel with Aristotle up to this p d n t but
charges that he confuses the two senses in 3.9 when he criticizes t h e
sophist Lykophron. Miller calls the view of the polis attributed by
Aristotle to Lykophron and Hippodamus '"he liberta8ie'an conception of the state" (p. 65). According to this conception, the purpose
of the political entity is merely to "prevent anyone from doing im~jrrstice to another within its jurisdiction" (p. 65).
Reason Papers No. 6 ( S p r i n g 1980)69-77.
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The theorists Aristotle is attacking ciearly want to limit the
activity of the state to the protection of rights, and it is for this
very reason that he is attacking them. Moreover, the libertarian
idea of justice challenges the old alternative between the idea of
"natural justice" proclaimed by Callicles in the Govgias and
conventional altruism. [P. 661
'Xibertarian justice" requires only that the laws protect individuals
from other individuals. This, according to Miller, "is a significant
breakthrough in political philosophy. Unfodunately, this significance is lost on Aristotle" (p. 67).
For Aristotle, the purpose of the polis is to make men good. Dr.
Miller believes that, by attacking Lykophron, Aristotle is assigning
to the polis (state) a function that properly belongs to the polis
(community).
The end of community, which is the fundamental justification
for its existence, is the good and happy life, in the sense that the
fundamental reason individuals have for living in communities
and for engaging in a wide variety of community relations is to
lead good and happy lives, i.e., to realize themselves a n d be
virtuous. [P. 681
According to Miller, Aristotle does not seem to realize that
virtue and happiness are attained only by means of voluntary,
spontaneous activities, e.g., friendship, career, the pursuit of
wisdom. A man cannot be forced to be happy or virtuous. P.681
Now the problem with this analysis is that Miller, at least here, has
ignored the Nicomachean Ethics, as his failure to discuss the terms
happiness, virtue and the good would indicate. Miller has not told us
what either he or Aristotle means by these terms; yet without understanding them, Aristotle9sPolitics will always remain a closed book.
i" would suggest that Aristotle has a very precise view of happiness,
virtue, and the good, which is based on his concept of nature, and
that the connection between the polis as the means to happiness and
the polis as a law-making entity is to be found in Book 10 of the
Nicomachean Ethics. I hope 1will be forgiven for trying to establish
this connection at some len@h.
In the Metaphysics, 5.4, Aristotle lists six meanings of nature.4
The nature of a thing can lie in its genesis, its matter, or its form or
end. Aristotle's usual meaning of nature seems to be primarily the
last. Nature is the entelechy, the eidos, the form, which defines the
end of the process of becoming. Something is by nature if it has
within itself a principle of motion or rest. Nature is related to the

final cause of a thing. It is the motion of each thing to its proper
place in the universe. ""Nature is the end or 'that for the sake of
which"' physics 194a28). For Aristotle, nature beckons; it does not
compel. It provides a standard, but this does not mean that nature is
always completed. The fulfillment of nature depends on chance,
which may impede the completion of nature's intent. The telzdeaey
of each thing is toward its natural end, i_f there is no impediment
(Ph. 199a1-199b33). But because of chance, mistakes are possible in
the operation of nature. A defect in the purposive efforts of nature
may lead to monstrosities (Ph. 199a1-7). In some cases, aPt is required to complete what nature intends (Pla. 199a16). Thers, in the
Ethics, Aristotle quotes Agathon, who said, "techne tychen estrexe
kai tyche technen." Art loves chance; and chance, art (N.E.
1140a19). For it is only through one or the other that nature is
completed.
However, when a thing has completed its nature, whether through
chance or art, it is said to be excellent or perfected. Excellence or
virtue ( a r e t ~is) the perfection of a thing when it reaches its natural
state (Bh. 246a13-14, 246b1). All things, including man, have
natures that may or may not be completed.
Each thing has a proper function, or ergon, and a proper operation, ene,rgeZa, by which it fuIfi11s its natural capacity, or 4ynami.y. In
order for a thing's nature to be completed, in order to reach its
excellence or virtue, its potentiality must be actualized. Only
through this actualization does a thing reach its culminating end, or
entelecheia.
What is man's nature, and how is this nature related to virtuous
conduct and the laws of the city? Aristotle seems to reason in this
way: to allow ourselves to be driven by passion is easy. But to be
totally driven by passions is slave-like, or even beastly. To be a man
one must act as a man. He must fulfill his nature. A man, like all
things, fulfills his nature if he actualizes his own potential, if he
becomes what he can become; the excellence of a thing is defined by
what is most characteristic of it. Logos is the defining characteristic
of man. The good or excellence of human nature is a good of the soul
(psychE) rather than the body, since logos is a function of the soul.
Therefore, the life guided by intelligence is the life proper to man,
since "reason and intelligence (logos and nous) are for us the end of
our natural developnzerlt Pol. 1334615; ME. 1141a19). Thus, to
really be a completed human being, to live in accordance with one's
nature, is the meaning of virtue. To be virtuous, then, has a precise
meaning, which Miller seems to ignore. A virtuous man necessarily
leads a good life and a happy one. The good of man, pace the
sophists, is not subjective or persona1 or based on pleasure or one's
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"feelings." His good is objectively determinable, based on the
perfection of his nature, i s . , the soul.
The best or most virtuous life is the most complete operation of
the powers of man in accordance with his highest part (psych@. The
d "well-acting"
highest good at which conduct can aim is the g o ~ life,
(ezkpraxics, eupmttein) or "well-living" (eu zepz, kal6s zen), which is
the same as happiness, or eudaimonia. Happiness is the end of all
human action (praxis). Happiness is not a fleeting, momentary
euphoria but a general condition, wherein a man's activities a r e in
conformity with his virtue or excellence @J.A 1100bBO). In order to
be happy, one must be virtuous.
But a virtuous action is not simply any action that happens to lead
to a pleasurable state. The nature of happiness must be understood
as being more than pleasure, although pleasure accompanies true
happiness, and the action must be chosen after proper deliberation.
An action, no matter its effects, cannot be called virtuous unless it is
the result of deliberation and choice, as is made clear in Book 3 of
the E t h t s . A virtuous action is therefore voluntary, in the sense that
it is chosen after known alternatives are rejected. Procsiresis is forechoice, or the deliberate desire for things in our power. Deliberation
guides desire in a virtuous man CA! E. 113a10-12). Thus, virtue is the
thoughtfuj organhation of desire in accordance with nature.
Miller correctly notes that virtue depends on voluntary activity (p.
681, but he ignores the eonditioazs for this voluntary activity. What
choice is to be made? What alternatives are available? Does virtuous
conduct arise by chance? Aristotle provides an answer to these questions in the Ethics and shows how good laws are necessary to the
development of virtue. Aristotle argues that virtue does not develop
in man through the spontaneous operation of nature, although one
by nature may have the capacity (dynamis) to be virtuous (N.E.
1103a22-1103b25). Virtue is a hexis, which is ingrained by habit.
This requires proper education, which is the responsibility of the
polis. Only aker the dynamis for virtue has been transformed into an
energeia, or activity, by hexis can virtuous actions occur under the
guidance of logos, or right reason. Once a man has become virtuous
by proper training, he will almost automatically make the correct
choice with regard to conduct.
Now the polis aims at the most supreme of all goods (Pol. 1252a5;
cf. N.E. 1094b49, which is the highest good of man. As Aristotle has
shown us, the highest good of man is virtue, or the perfection of his
nature. Thus the polis is instituted to make men virtuous, to make
them conform to what is highest in them by nature. It is, in
contradistinction to Lykophron, more than a contract. To be a
pesfected polis is to realize its own true tbm, which is to provide all

the conditions necessary to complete human life. The polis is the
means for training the excellences of the individual; indeed, there
would be no excelIences of the individual without the aolis. In
addition, the polis provides a field for the operation of these
excellences. Moral action is possible only within the polis. M a n
exists for living well, and the good life is the same for the individual
man and the polis. In other words, virtue, which is based on nature,
requires choice; but making the vight choice depends on habituation, since one must be habituated away from the easy, slavish
inclination to follow the passions. Habituation depends on good laws
that, through pain and pleasme, teach the '"right behavior" (N.EE
1104b12-13), until such time as one reaches the point where the
proper activity itself is pleasurable (e.g., N.E. 1099all-16).
Now all of this is at odds with Miller's view that man cannot be
"forced to be virtuous" and his apparent confusion of happiness
with pleasure. Can a man be "forced to be virtuous"? Of course he
can, if "force" is properly understood. Parents, after all, "'force"
their children to be virtuous. Virtuous conduct is hard. It is much
easier to succumb to one's passions. The force of habit, instilled
through the laws or parental authority, is necessary to the development of virtue. Aristotle's argument is that, with time, right conduct
becomes easier, through the development of reason and t h e
emergence of the ability to properly see what is right for man by
nature. Miller seems to hold that "virtue" (whatever he means by t h e
term) develops spontaneously. Taken to its logical end, Miller's
'"libertarian concept of virtue" would preclude parental discipline,
since if the laws cannot force one to be virtuous, certainly neither can
parents. Of course this is ail nonsense. Both parental authority and
the laws can teach right conduct and thus "force" men t o be
virtuous. (See below, p. 74.1
What about Miller's view of happiness? Miller seems to claim t h a t
happiness is that which suits each individual and that, therefore, the
libertarian concept of the state could ensure happiness. But by this
argument, bawds, sybarites, gluttons, drug addicts, etc., could all be
as happy as a philosopher, a good c~tizen,or thoughtful people in
general. H doubt that Miller reallv believes this. Let us. for instance,
imagine a society of drug addie&. Let us really be outrageous and
say that the supply of drugs is no problem, nor is nutrition, so t h a t
each member of this socictv can stav constantlv "stoned." Such a
society may very well observe ""libertarian justice." Perhaps the only
laws involved are those that protect one drug addict from another.
This is no doubt a peaceful community, but are the individuals
happy? They of course think they are happy, but only because they,
like Miller, confuse happiness with pleasure. Aristotle would mainu

tain that they are not happy because they are not active in
conformity with virtue UV.E. 1176a35-1176b8). They are not
perfecting their natures. Indeed, they are not even human.
What then is the proper view of happiness, and what is its
connection with the polis as the law-making entity? Happiness is an
activity in conformity with the excellence natural to man W.E. 1.7,
1098a16-17, 1176a35-b9, 1177a1-2, 1177a12-19). Pleasure, properly
understood, attends happiness, because it completes the activity, but
it is the proper activity and not the pleasure that is the end (N.E. 9.9,
1144b22, 1174b32-34, 1P75a20, 10.5, 6). As stated before, this
excellence that leads to happiness is not spontaneous. It is the result
of habituation and requires the control of the passions.
Argument and teaching, I am afraid, are not effective in all
cases; the soul of the listener must first have been conditioned
by habits to the right kind of likes and dislikes, just as the land
[must be cultivated before it is able] to foster the seed. For a
man whose life is guided by emotion will not listen to an argument that dissuades him, nos will he understand it. [N.E.
1179b23-281.
Accordingly, if, as we have said, a man must receive a good upbringing and discipline in order to be good, and must subsequently lead the same kind of life, pursuing what is good and
never involuntarily or voluntarily doing anything base, this can
be effected by living under the guidance of a kind of intelligence
and right order which can be enforced. [N.E. 1180a14-181.
Now, if the community is not able or willing to make men
virtuous, it is "'incumbent upon every man to help his children and
friends attain virtue (N.E. 1180a32); but it is better if it can be done
through legislation, for "matters of common concern are regulated
by laws, and good concerns by laws which set high moral standards
W.E. 1180a33-35). I would suggest, therefore, that Book 10 of the
Nicomachean Ethics establishes the necessary connection between
happiness and virtue, properly understood, and the role of the polis,
both as the means to happiness and virtue and as the law-making
entity. For indeed, it seems clear that those two aspects of the polis,
pace Miller, cannot be separated.
Why is Aristotle's formulation superior to that of Eykophron and
Hippodamus? Of what concern is Aristotle's ""gternalism," as it is
styled by Miller, to those who are committed to a "'free society? To
answer this, it is necessary to clarify the meaning of "freedom."
Our society of drug addicts, which abides by Miller's ""libertarian
concept of the state," is "free" in the sense that no individual inter-
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feres with the action of another. Thus, the Iowest forms of bestiality
may be compatible with the ""libertarian concept of the state." But
the "citizens" of such a society would seem to be, in reality, the least
free of men: indeed, they are totally controlied by their passions.
They are not free to choose the conduct that by nature is "right" for
man: the exercise of the rational part of the soul, that part of the
soul that man does not share with the beasts.
Consider the analogous situation of an athlete. A person in poor
physical condition is not ""fee9' from indolence. He has no choice. In
order to be free of indolence, the nonathlete must train, and this is
painful, particularly at the beginning. He must habituate himself to
the pain. Initially a trainer may be necessary to provide the
discipline necessary to ensure that the training is accomplished.
After a while, the training becomes more pleasant, and seif-discipline is possible. Finally, the individual is able to choose between
activity and nonactivity, because he has reached a certain level of
physical strength and stamina. He may be inactive, but it is now by
choice. This choice did not exist before.
According to Aristotle, men do what is pleasant, and to follow
one's passionate desires is pleasant. But in order to become truly
human, one must be able to moderate the passions, so that the truly
human aspect of the sou? may be developed. This is painful, but
through the proper function of good laws, good moral habits are
developed, and hence the free exercise of one's humanity. This free
exercise of humanity, attended by a habituated pleasure, properly
understood, is the good life toward which Aristotle aims. It is not, as
Miller suggests, some subjective sense of pleasure. According to
Miller, the members of our society of drug addicts are free and
happy (and even "virtuous"!), since they pursue their own ends
peacefully, "realize themselves," and h a m no one else. But by splitting happiness and freedom from the concept of a natural right for
man, both happirzess and freedom become empty terms.
The reason that drug addicts or others committed to the mere
pleasure of the senses, whether they abide by "libertarian" principles of justice or not, cannot be called free or happy may be illustrated by the following anecdote from Diogenes Laertius related by
Jacob Klein:
k t me by way of concIusion, report the preposterous, yet deeply
significant, story told in ancient times about Aristotle's sleeping
habits. When he went to bed, so the story goes, he used to hold
in his hand a sphere of bronze-the sphere representing the
whole world, I presumewhile on the floor, close to the bed,
beneath his extended hand, lay a pan. As soon as Aristotle

would fall asleep, the sphere would slip out of his hand, fa11 on
that pan, and the ensuing noise would awaken him. This procedure was apparently repeated over and over again. Aristotie
could hardly have survived such an ordeal for any length of
time. But no story could more aptly relate his claim to
immortality .5
Nor could any story more aptly relate his commitment to wakeful
consciousness as the true end of man.
Those who wish to defend a free society can learn much from Aristotle concerning the nature of man, right conduct, and the rnoderation of the passions. By connecting these concepts to freedom,
Aristotle makes freedom decent. To treat Aristotle, as Miller does,
as merely one on whom the significance of the "libertarian concept
of the state" is ""lst" is to surrender the concepts of natural right
and reason to the opponents of freedom. For without reason, natural
right, moral conduct, happiness and goodness properly understood,
libertarianism becomes nothing more than indecency, or what the
title of a recent libedarian book proclaims: Defending the Undefendable.6 The replacement of &man excellence by-indecency
and the slavish submission to desires is not made more attractive by
calling it "freedom."
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Book Reviews

What is man? The answers given this question by David, Job, keschyius,
Pythagoras, Democritus, Aristotle, Augustine, Hobbes, Shakespeare,
Descartes, Spinoza, La Meltrie, Bentham, Mark Twain, Freud, Durkheirn,
and B. F Skinner, to name a few, provide models of man. Classical thinkers
expatiated on the marvelous things man is capable of accomplishing on
account of his unique power of reasoning. In our scientific era the favored
view takes man to be whatever instantiates the laws of the behavioral
sciences. But are the basic behavioral Jaws about individuals or about
groups? From the point of view of the psychologist or economist it seems
clear that, since groups are nothing but sets of individual men, women, a n d
.-iidrer;,
g o u p behavior is an integration of personal behavior and so the
ch:'
ultimate explanatory principles must be aboint individuais. Hence the model
f i n l a psychologicus. The sociologist or anthropologist can retort, however,
that TiIan is a social animal whose behavioral repertoire is given by society.
Homo rocioi'ogicus. A n d so the nature-nurture controversy continues.
Madin Hollisi Models of.Mun: P h i i ~ s o ~ ~ h iThoughts
cal
orz Social Action
(3,ondon: Cambridge University Press, 19771, looks on this debate as
superficral . Both Isorno psyehologiczls and Horlao sociobgicus and all t h e
hybrids agree in being passivz conceptions "treating human agency as a
natural and determined phenomenon." They are but variants of one theme,
Plastic M s n , the t r ~ eantithesis to which is Autono~rnousMan, who does
what he dues because he has the best of reasons for doing it. Autonomous
Man is active not passive: his zctions have determinants unique to the agent
by hlmself~Hollis in this important baok aims to and a rneiaphpsic for the
rational social self," that is, to show that Autonomous Man is not to be
excluded a priori from the doinain of scientific investigation.
Hollis concedes the strengjh of passive models, which see actions as
causally connected, thus explicable according to natural-science paradigms.
Moreover, they have the ominous advantage of promising the possibility of
human engineering: "'Ethics is the agicuiture of the mind," Hollis quotes
Helvetius. Nor do these nlildels rule out freedom, if one is prepared to accept
a Hume-Mill soft determinism. Hollis is not out to abolish Plastic Man and
causal explanation in the social sciences, We are all passive most of tile time,
and then the prob!r:n is only to account causally for what we do. He wishes,
however, to "exploit a gap where partia! determinism falls short of complete
exp!ana:ion." This is where yoi; do not know why the thing was done unless
yon ki?~.~.what the agent's reasons were. though the reasons did not cause
Reasoiz Papers No.6 (Sprkg 1980)79-82.
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the action.
One kind of reason for acting is provided by role theory: the agent had
role R which required A; he knew it; so he did it because of these facts. This.
Hollis points out, is a normative explanation, a fact that embarrasses behaviorist and other mechanistic accounts but does not of itself pose a threat
to passive models, since role-theoretical explanations can be assimilated to
the causal model: he did so-and-so because Gc, the cause was that) his role
determined what motives for action he had. Autonomous Man makes his
entry when one asks about the relations between reasons and motives.
Autonomous agents, not being mere occupants of roles, nor exhaustively
describable in terms of traits acquired through nature and nurture, m u s t be
viewed instead as expressing their identity in rational choice of what roles to
adopt. You can take on a role passively; but if you do, there is likely to b e an
identity crisis-an unpleasantness that only the possibility of Autonomous
Man makes intelligible. If you are what you are simply as the outcome of the
workings of psychological or sociological sufficient conditions, how can
there be any uneasiness at it?
It is necessary, then, to ask the question, What is it that plays the roles?
Hollis is thus ineluctably led into the intricacies of the problem of personal
identity. He concludes that "strict identity is that of bodies," with social
identity determined by "their [the bodies'?] having rationally become occupants of social positions." The importance of this analysis is that t-he interests of rational agents both differ from agent to agent (depending on. or
indeed constituting, what the agent essentially is) and are prior to the assumption of roles.
Hollis turns next to sorting out the elements of action. Wishing to
maintain that Autono~nousMan is '"0th a free agent and a proper subject
for science," he finds that, while expianation in terms o f purposes,
intentions, and rules is (or may be) noncausal, it still does not capture the
full concept of autonomy; a man following rules may be quite Plastic. We
need to know why he has the intentions and purposes he has, why he foliows
these rules and not those. A role, for instance, may supply a motive for a certain action which nevertheless is not the full and sufficient reason for the
actlon, as Hollis demonstrates in an appropriately Italianate discussion of
the predicament of Machiavelli's Prince. Hollis comes in the end to the
admittedly extreme claim that rational action can only be that which both is
and is seen by the agent to be in his own objectively best interest. This is an
ideal to which actual behavior more or less approximates. The judgment of
rationality applies to ends as well as to means.
But what if this ideal is vacuous-ifpeople acted rationally, they would do
so on the basis of objective perceptions of their own best interests; but in fact
they simply act as they are caused to act? Is decision possible between the
rival metaphysics of passivity and activity? Here Hollis's argumeilt takes a
linguistic turn. He contends that if we are lo understand any human action
at all we must understand what people tell us. How is it possible to know
what people m e a n when they say s u c h - a n d - s u c h , since ' k n o t h e r
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interpretation is always possible"? (Quine's problem of the indeterminacy of
translation, which of course holds just as much between two speakers of
"English" as between English and Twi.) Hollis's answer is that it is necessary
to assume that communication is an activity among rational men, who
(mainly) intend to speak the truth and (mainly) do so by saying the s a m e
things about the items of their experience as the investigator does; in other
words, they share a common conceptual scheme. This amounts to the
assumption that men have at least some reasons for at least some of the
things they do, viz., their speech acts. This is not just a defense of the view
that (some) men are (sometimes) rational but also of reason against a
generalized Kuhnianism (for if language is to be possible, not all
"paradigms" are alterable) and against empiricism (for this necessary assumption must be justified a priori).
Thus for Hollis "the real is the rationaln-indeed, the rational is prior to
the real, in the sense that reality (the action) finds its explanation in reason
(an ideal construct). He argues further that knowledge of theoretical
truths-which,
as for Popper, are truths, and uncontaminated by
psychology-is (or can be) a priori. Statements of the form "A is the best
thing for agent B to do in circumstances C" are, if true, necessarily true.
Hollis proves this for chess, where it is obvious for simple end-game problems, and considers himself justified in generalizing. Where the action is not
(fully) rational, however, "'two kinds of explanation co-exist. T h e
compromise no doiibt sets piizzles unresolved here."
As an admirer of Spinoza's philosophy, in reading this book I was
continually impressed by how much Hollis's Autonomous Man looks like
Spinoza's free man "who lives according to the guidance of reason," dressed
in the costume of our time. As is well known, Spinoza makes the distinction
between freedom and bondage to lie in the difference between activity a n d
passivity. Moreover, Hollis's contention that rational action is that which is
in the best interest of the agent, is precisely equivalent to Spinoza's claim
that the free man acts always "from the ground of seeking his own profit."
(Hollis acknowledges a link to Spinoza, p. 100.) And this equivalence is
hardly a coincidence: Hollis is to be counted among the small but flourishing band of modern rationalists stalwartly defending natural necessity, a
priori truth in natural and even social science, essences, and real definitions.
If there is a difference between the two thinkers, it seems to lie in what we
might call Hollis's explanatory dualism: his contention that rational action
is to be explained noncausally but nonrational or irrational action by causes.
In the sense in which an explanation is a removal of puzzlement, this is
right: we w a ~ to
t know why our fellow men behave peculiarly, and causal
accounts satisfy this need. On those occasions when people do what obviousIy is the best thing for them to do, no questions arise, no explanations are
called for, so we can say if we choose that "rational action is its own explanation.- No one ever has a reason to make a mistake. All the same, the
fool has what appear to his foolish mind to be reasons for behaving as he

does. Spinoza simply says that the free man has adequate ideas; t h e slave,
inadequate. No question of two distinct types of explanation (in the sense of
account) need arise. If Hollis were in line with Spinoza on this issue, it would
be possible to generalize his very fruitful suggestion that the social science
theories usually conceived as yielding "laws" might be better reinterpreted
as detailing the circumstances in which men make rational decisionswhich, given various simplifying assumptions, will turn out to be similar.
Perhaps one cause (reason? motive?) for Hollis's explanatory dualism is
desire to rescue free will from determinism, at least for the rational elite. But
determinism, if it applies to human beings, does so at the micro level only,
and there is no reason to suppose that "sociological laws" can be analyzed
as summations of the micro-determinations. Hollis seems t o have
overlooked this point, supposing that such generalizations as "Suicide varies
inversely with the degree of social integration" are on all fours with
"Gravitation varies inversely with the square of the distance." This in spite
of a long and detailed discussion of determinism.
Despite-or rather, perhaps, because o f its informal faculty-commonsroom-conversational style, this short book is not easy going. Hollis's arguments are compressed and his allusions frequently cryptic, at least t o this
reviewer. Nevertheless, the book is required reading for all behavioral scientists, all philosophers concerned with man and science-that
is to say, all
philosophers; and indeed, its ideas need to be made accessible to everybody.
I do not mean to suggest, however, that some federaily funded crash
program is called for. For-and this is a supreme compliment to a philosopher-HoIlis is oniy saying what everybody has always known, really.
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FREEDOM, REASON,
AND TRADITION
It is a piece of idle senthentality that truth, merely as truth, has any inherent power denied to error, or prevailing against the dungeon and the stake.
Men are not more zealous for truth than they often are for error, and a sufficient application oflegal or even of social penalties will generally succeed in
stopping the propagation of either. The real advantage which truth has,
consists in this: that when an opinion is true, it may be extinguished once,
twice, or many times, but in the course of ages there willgenerally b e f o u n d
persons to rediscover it, until some one of its appearances falls on a rime
when from .favorable circumstances it escapes persecution until it has m a d e
such head as to withstand all subsequent attempts to suppress it.
-I. S. Mill, O n t i b e r t y '
While rhetoric without reason is emply, reason without rheton'c is dumb.
-Paul Feyerabend, 'Tn Defense of Aristotle"

There can be little doubt that Paul Feyerabend is one of the most
stimulating, exasperating, outrageous and challenging philosophers of our
time. The comoarison that comes most readilv to mind is Nietzsche: in fact,
I think of ~ e ~ e r a b e nasdthe Nietzsche of our day. Perhaps this explains why
most of the reactions to Feyerabend's writings, especially Against Method
( A M ) and, as I expect, to his more recent Science in a Free Society GFS) are
almost entirely negative and rather venomous.' He's usually dismissed a s a
skeptic, an irrationalist, a crackpot, a crazy person, or some combination of
these. I do not share this view, but think of Feyerabend as a mixture of a n
old-fashioned liberal and a critical rationalist-by which I do not mean a
Popperian, but a proponent of the humanistic tradition of Socrates a n d
Mill. (More generally, I see him as part of the tradition whose members
as well as pragrnainclude the older sophist^,^ Nietzsche,' Wittgen~tein,~
tists7 and e~istentialists.~
A fuller discussion of these comparisons is out of
place here. ')
In this discussion I shall confine myself to what I take to be the main
outlines of the books under review.1° There are many important and even
exciting chunks of these books (not to mention his other writings)--for
instance, his remarks on Popper (AIM, pp. 213ff; SFS,pp. 115ff), Lakatos
(AM, chap. 16; SFS,pp. 183ff), science and education (AIM, pp. 295-309;
SFS, pp. 80-100), replies to critics (SFS,pp. 175-217bthat must be left out
of this account. More regretably still, the rich and insightful details of
Reason Papers No. 6 (Spring 1980)83-91.
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Feyerabend's views-for example, his remarks on Calileo @ M , chaps. 6-12;
SF'S, pp. 40-531, and his attempt to use, and not just talk about, the herrneneutical ideal that reason and history, science and m p h , are inseparable
elements of what he calls Cosmologies @M, chap. 17; S F ' , pp.
40-70ficannot even be touched upon here. My discussion will be divided
into three sections: Philosophy of Science, Reason and Tradition, and A
Free Society.
~ I L O S O P W YO F

SCIENCE

AIM is subtitled "Outline of an Anarchistic Theory of Knowledge." The
opening sentence of the book reads: "'The following essay is written in the
conviction that anarchism, while perhaps not the most attractive political
philosophy, is certainly excellent medicine for epistemology and f o r the
philosophy of science" (p. 17). What does Feyerabend intend this remark to
convey? Among other things, he claims that epistemological standards and
theories-for example, rationalism and empiricism-and
philosophies of
science---for example, inductivism, deductivism, and Popperianism-fail to
provide a sound understanding of science or rationality; indeed, they distort
attempts a t understanding. On his view, science, reason, history, and
anthropology are inseparable; science and its history are part of the same
process; and science and myth are inextricable components of a matrix
consisting of a cosmology and a form of life (in the Wittgensteinian sense).
Abstract categories, standards, and theories are useless by themselves.
Feyerabend sometimes claims that people who appeal to scch abstractions,
and not himself, are actually committed to the idea that "anything goes,"
since anything can be made consistent with such empty abstractions.
More fundamentally, since science, history, and human beings are evolving, adhering to a strict system of rules is detrimental to learning and
human freedom. This is especially so today, when more science, and lots of
philosophy, is either an ideology or a business; where truth, to say the least,
is not the main goal. Thus, to claim that one can, as Popper and Kuhn do,
start with the assumption that science is closer to the truth, and embodies
more rational procedures, than any other form of life, and to proceed from
there to glean abstract categories and rules that function as universal
standards, is at best tendentious and at worst grossly mistaken. Even if
science is rational, it's not the most or the only rational enterprise. ( 0 4 , pp.
19-20) Hence, scientism is both incorrect and pernicious.
At bottom, anarchism is required for two reasons (AM, p. 20). First,
fallabilism coupled with relative human ignorance ("The world is a largely
unknown place") requires it. Second, humanitarianism (including the goal
of individual freedom and happiness) requires it. Unfortunately, science and
philosophy today are detrimental to both of these goals, which make
"Truth" secondary in importance for Feyerabend. As he says:

The attempt to increase liberty, to lead a full and rewarding life, a n d
the corresponding attempt to discover the secrets of nature and of m a n
entails, therefore, the rejection of all universal standards and of all rigid
traditions. [AM, p. 201
Feyerabend claims that this attitude is rational today, although there may
come a time when it's not reasonable to adopt this stance H M , p. 22).
In support of his claim that science, philosophy, and other "rigid"
traditions (which, in other works, he often calls ideologies) undermine the
twin goals of humanitarianism and the increase of knowledge, Feyerabend
invokes the following claims: Science often succeeds only by violating
accepted rules (AM, p. 23). Arguments often hinder progress and change
(since the call to "'be reasonable" means "accept the status quo") (AM, p.
24). Individuals and institutions learn and develop; so what went before, or
what is accepted now, is not better-it's just there first and so can't be used
as an archimedean reference point W,p. 24). Arguments become useless
if they don't persuade or move people ( A M ,p. 25)." He also invokes the idea
of counterinduction (and the associated Principle of Proliferation), t h a t is,
the need to invent competing incompatible alternatives to accepted theories,
as a way of testing their limits, in this context. (He holds the view that facts
are theory-laden and that a theory can only be tested against another
theory.) Feyerabend thus takes up the view that argumentation is dialectical,
which comes out in Mill, Peirce, and Popper as well (AM, pp. 25ff). T h e
joint -r ~ ~ s t h oof
d tenacity and pro!iferalion--of
the clash of competing
theories-is for Feyerabend the only way to increase knowledge and the
open society. He thus articulates the reasons for this "p:uralistic rnethodology" (AM, p. 30). O n this view:
Knowledge is not a series of self-consistent theories that converges
towards an ideal view; it is not a gradual approach to the truth. It is
rather an ever increasing ocean qf mutually incompatible (and perhaps
even incommensurable) alternatives, each single theory, each fairy tale,
each myth that is part of the collection forcing the others into greater
articulation, and all of them contributing, via this process of competition, to the development of our consciousness. Nothing is ever settled,
no view can ever be omitted from a comprehensive account. . . .Experts
and laymen, professionals and dilettanti, truth-freaks and liars-they
are all invited to participate in the contest and to make their contributions to the enrichment of our culture. The task of the scientist. . . is
no longer 'to search for the truth', or to 'praise God', or 'to systematize
observations', or 'to improve predictions.' These are but side effects of
an activity to which his attention is mainly directed and which is to
make the weaker case the stronger (as the sophists said) and thus to sustain the motion o f t h e whole. [AM, p. 301

1 believe this to be the most important passage in all of Feyerabend's
published work. The rest of AM is concerned with drawing out its method-
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ological implications-that science and its history are inseparable parti of
the same process; that science and myth are parts of a cosmology; that
reason and its standards must be supplenlented by history, anthropoiogj,
drearns, etc.; that detaiied hermenentic investigations of other cosmologies..
cum-forms of life is inportant: and so on w,pp 223-3391. SPS lonks at
the broader social, political, and cultural ramifications of the vkw expressed
in the passage and seeks to undermine the idea that science--and
scientism-is the One True Religion.
Feyerbend's view can be summed up as follows, Given the assumption of
fallabilism and ignorance, the ideals of humanitarianism and the open society, the facts that science is ar, ideology, that scientisa is elitist and antidemocratic, and that freedom and hkippiness are more important than
Truth, as conceived by scientism. we must, as he puts it, "keep aii our
optiol~sopen." Every tradition has its strengths and lrmits. The clash of
traditions is required for learning and freedom. Objective knowledge requires the clash of incomn~ensnrabiealternatives, since knowledge consists,
roughly speaking, in widening our horizons, while freedom consists in expanding our options. (This is why he calls for a separation of science a n d rhe
state, to give people a reai education and real choices [ibM, pp. 295-3091).
These traditions must not rnereiy be tolerated; they must be taken serious&,
which is v ~ h y for
, Feyerabend, liberaiisrn and rationalism (as in scieniism)
are in conflict,
On Feyerbend's view the "bottom line," so to speak, is this: The
hegemony of one tradition, viz., Western Rationalism. '"enforces a n unenlightened conformity, and speaks of truth." But "'varieo of' opinion is
necessaqy.for objective knowledge. A n d a method thut encourages varie??; is
the only metkaod that is co~npakibiewith a humanitarian outlook." ( A M , pp.
45, 46)
Liberal rationalists, and thus, no doubt, many readers of this journal, nil1
notice that Feyerabend is posing a dilemma for Engiighrensnent ideais: if
"season" means the tradition of Western Rationalism (as he often calis it),
then reason and freedom are incompatible. If freedom and humanitarianism mean, roughly, the Enlightenment ideals expressed in O n Liberw, then
freedom cannot tolerate the appeal to Reason, as conceived by Western
Rationaiism. At the same time, Feyerabend is not a skeptic or an irrationalist. Nor does he deny that there is objective knowledge. On the contrary, one
of his claims is that scientism inhibits the g~owthof objective knowledge.
While the issues he raises are s f fundamental importance, it is impossible to
discuss them here. I shall, nevertheless, broach some of h e m in connection
with my discussion of SF$, to which 3 now turn.
This book IS fairly recent, and a word 1s in order about its contents. In
Part One, "Reason and Practice" (pp. 13-40), Feyerabend goes over the
themes of AM, although the style is very much toned down (for Feyerabend,
that is!): it's generally less polemical and vitriolic and (to my mind) makes its
case more persuasively than corresponding pants ofAM. Part Two, "Science
in a Free Society" (pp. 73-12), takes up and systematizes many themes of

some of Feyerabend's occasional essays.12It also extends the analysis of P a r t
One and A M into the areas of culture and politics. I shall confine my discussion of SFS to these two sections. Part Three, "Conversations with Illiterates" (pp. 125-217), consists of reprints of Feyerabend's replies to some of
the nastier and more distorted reviews of AM: Agassi, Gellner, Curthoys
and Suchting, and others.13 In these replies one finds many interesting
restatements and embellishments on AM.Feyerabend is at his best here,
although the essays are no less unkind than the reviews. I think he is entitled
to be vitriolic against his critics, but at Ieast he's not infected by the hurnorless, self-righteous attitude of his reviewers. That, however, is one person's
opinion. In any event, Feyerabend's replies are extremely provocative a n d
are themselves worth the price of the book.
I turn now to a brief review of those features of SFS that relate to the AM
themes discussed previously.

According to Feyerabend, rationalism, scientism, and traditional philosophical standards are embedded in a particular tradition and thus can't be
used to judge other traditions. (In other words, the idea that they constitute
an archimedean reference point outside all traditions is an illusion.) T h e
clash between traditions. including that of Western Rationalism. and the resultant interaction between them, contributes to better theory and sounder
practice. In fact, the clash between reason and practice is itself another
example of the interactions between traditions. Feyerabend develops these
claims by way of a discussion of idealism (ideas and standards of reason are
autonomous and primary) and naturalism (reason is part of a tradition,
which is autonomous and primary). The former view is associated with
Popper, the latter with Burke, Kuhn, Polanyi. (Feyerabend's discussion of
these views, and his related remarks on objectivity and subjectivity, reason
and the passions, and rationality and skepticism [SFS,pp. 22-28, 163ffl are
among the most interesting and instructive pants of SFS. They also show
how hard it is to classify his views, as skeptic, realist, etc.). Feyerabend tries
to combine these views, by way of a Hegelian-style synthesis, that he calls
interactionism. (His remark [SFS,pp. 164ffl that reason and history must
complement each other in a pluralistic methodology, which is also a prime
theme o f M [chap. 171, is of a piece with his interactionism.) Feyerabend
sumn~arizeshis position in this way:

-

Interactionism means that Reason and Practice enter history on
equal terms. Reason is no longer an agency that directs other traditions, it is a tradition in its own right with as much (or as little) claim to
the center of the stage as any other tradition. Being a tradition is
neither good nor bad, it simply is.. . .They become good or bad (rational/irrational . . . advanced/primitive, humanitarian/vicious) only when
looked at from the point of view of some other tradition. . . .Relativism,
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in the old and simple sense of Protagoras, gives an adequate account of
the situation which thus emerges. [SFS, pp. 8-10]'4
This position is an outgrowth of the AM passage about the "ocean of alternatives" view and of his antiscientism. It is also iniine with his allegiance to
the humanistic tradition cited earlier in this review, which can perhaps be
summed up by Gadamer's remark that it is a n enlightenment prejudice to
think that traditions are per se irrational. (This is the "naturalism" of
Burke, Kuhn, Polanyi, Wittgenstein, and Protagorasls that also alludes to
themes in pragmatism and humanistic existentialism, e.g., in Kierkegaard
and Nietzsche.)
The passage also suggests that Feyerabend is not an irrationalist or a n extreme anarchist, since tradition is inescapable, useful, and reasonable u p to
a point. Yet, the idea that traditions are limited, that none deserves
hegemony over all others, and thus require criticism and revision, explains
his allegiance to Protagoras. But is Protagoras an enemy of reason? l 6 According to Feyerabend, "Protagorean relativism is reasonable because it
pays attention to the pluralism of traditions and values. And it is civilized
for it does not assume that one's own village and the strange customs it
contains are the navel of the world" (SF&',p. 28). Once again, humanitarianism and Reason are at odds.
Feyerabend later introduces a fourth view, pragmatism, which has some
positive value, although it is ultimately too uncritical. He says this about the
attitude of a pragmatist:

A pragmatic philosophy can flourish only if the. . .standards t o be
judged. . .are seen as temporary makeshifts and not as lasting constituents of thought and action. A participant with a pragmatic philosophy
views practices and traditions much as a traveller views different countries. Each country has features he likes and things he abhors. . . .He
will also remember that his initial demands and expectations may not
be very sensible, and so permit the process of choice to affect and
change his 'nature' [which also evolves historically] as well. . . . So a
pragmatist must be both a participant and an observer [i.e., one who
asks '"hat shall I do? vs. one whose goal is to find out what's going on
(SFS, pp. 18ff)l even in those extreme cases where he decides to live in
accordance with his momentary whims entirely. [SFS, p, 191''
This, I take it, is the outgrowth of Feyerabend's fallabilism and humanitarianism. For more details, the reader is advised to consult SFS.
A FREESOCIETY
Feyerabend defines a free society as follows:
A free society is a society in which all traditions have equal rights and
equal access to the centres of power. (This differs from the customary
definition [of liberals] where individual have equal rights of access to

positions defined by a special tradition-the tradition of Western Science and Rationalism.) A tradition receives these rights not because of
the importance it has for outsiders ("observers") but because it gives
meaning to the lives of those who participate in it. But it can also b e of
interest for outsiders. . . . T o give traditions equality is therefore not
only right but also most usefii. [SF§, p. 9J
These remarks are related to Feyerabend's ideas about science and ideology,
science education, the chauvinism of science in our society, and the tradition
of Western Rationalism vis-8-vis other traditions. He evidently rejects the
liberal view (expressed in OnLiberty18)that, since scientism and rationalism
are archimedean reference points, and since freedom and Reason vary directly, it is a mistake to let people believe what is false, or believed false.
According to this view only true beliefs, or beliefs that aren't settled, a r e to
be tolerated. Ignorance is the only justification for tolerance, etc.
Feyerabend's connections to Protagoras, Wittgenstein, Nietzsche, a n d
others come out in his rejection of this view. (His remarks also show that t h e
humanistic tradition, which consists also of Mill, Popper, and Socrates, is
ambivalent on these issues.) Freedom as a higher value than Truth or Reason
comes out here. So do similarities with writers such as Winch, Gadamer,
and others.19 Feyerabend's development of a hermeneutical understanding
of natural philosophy and science in AIM is supplemented by a hermeneutical stance toward the understanding of traditions, which is coupled with a n
attack on the chauvinism of experts in our society and with Western Imperialism (SFS, pp. 63-65). Finally, a free society is a democratic society, where
the people rule, so that if they want their children taught unpopular a n d
allegedly 'bnscientific" beliefs and traditions (astrology, creationism, etc.)
they have a right to do so.
For Feyerabend, the main questions a free society must face are these:
"How can a society that gives all traditions equal rights be realized? Mow
can science be removed from the dominant position it now has?" (SFS, p. 9).
Science, in short, is no longer a liberating influence (SFS, p. 75), since it
poses as the One True Religion (SFS, pp. 20ff). Feyerabend distinguishes,
however, between philosophical and political relativism and denies the view
that all ideas are of equal worth GFS, pp. &Off). But recognizing this doesn't
justify chauvinism of any kind, according to him.
These and other remarks, which cannot even be mentioned here, clearly
show that humanitarianism, as conceived by Feyerabend, takes priority over
everything else.20Anyone who holds the contrary opinion will not, in good
conscience, be able to ignore his work. One can reject it, argue with it, even
curse it. But to dismiss it as the work of a crank, madman, or irrationalist
would be bad faith and self-deception of the highest order.
ROBERTWOLLINGER
lows State University
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15. For recent discussion of the relations among Burke, Kuhn, Polanyi, Popper,
and Feyerabend, see Phillips, Wittgenstein and Political Philosophy; D. Bloor,
Knowledge and Social Imagery (London: Routledge, 1976), chap. 4; A. MacIntyre,
"Epistemological Crisis, Dramatic Narrative and the Philosophy of Science," Monist
60 (1977): 453-73; idem., "Objectivity in Morality and Objectivity in Science," in
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18. Mill's justification for tolerance is ignorance of the truth. But, since the goal of
mankind is convergence on The Truth, some "contrivance" for continued toleration
will be needed once this goal is achieved. Thus, Mill holds that the justification for
tolerating criticism of Newtonian philosophy is to reinforce its truth. A far cry, indeed,
from Feyerabend's views! is it so obvious that Mill is right? See On Liberty, pp. 293ff.
On Newton, see pp. 273ff.
19. See P. Winch, "Understanding a Primitive Society," reprinted i n
Understanding a n d Social Inquily, ed. Fred Dallmayr and Thomas A. McCarthy
(Notre Dame: Notre Dame University Press, 19771, pp. 142-59; Hans-Georg
Gadamer, 'Truth and Method (New York: Seabury, 1975). Cf. Alasdair MacIntyre9s
interesting review, "Contexts of Interpretation," Boston University Journal 24 (1976):
41-46.
20. Cf. the following passage ofAM: ". . .is it not possible that science as we know
it today or a 'search for the truth' in the style of traditional philosophy will create a
monster? Is it not possible that it will harm man, turn him into a miserable,
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NIETZSCHE9STHEORY
OF KNOWLEDGE
Nietzsche's Theory of Knowledge, by Ruediger Hermann Grirnm
(Monographien und Texte zur Nietzsche-Forschung, Band 4 [Berlin, New
York: Walter de Cruyter, 1977]), is one of the very few books on Nietzsche's
epistemology to have been published in English. The only other one known
to this reviewer is John Wilcox's book on his metaethics (Truth and Value
in PJietzsche [Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 19741). It is a useful
early step in satisfying a need that Nietzsche's Anglo-American readers
must feel painfully at times. The books Nietzsche himself completed a n d
published give the impression that his notions about truth and knowledge lie
at the bottom of what he has to say, but they tell us little about what these
notions are. Instead of a clearly stated theory, we are given vague and apparently contradictory hints. Professor Grirnm helps to fill the resulting g a p in
our understanding of Nietzsche. Re does so primarily by the simple-perhaps too s i m p l e m e a n s of quoting or paraphrasing a large number of relevant passages from the Machlass of the 1880s and commenting on the conaectioes between them. What emerges is a body of doctrine t h a t is
surprisingly unified and elaborate.
As Grimm presents it, Nietzsche's theory of know!edge is a consequence
of his ontology, the first principle of which states that the world consists entirely of "power." Power, for Nietzsche, is discontinuous; it is a collection of
"power-quanta," each of which is nothing but a certain quantity of power. It
is not anything distinct from what it does and therefore must be continually
active as long as it exists. What power does is to overcome resistance, and
the only source of resistance is other power-quanta. Thus a quantum of
power is not anything distinct from its relations with many other quanta of
power.
Nietzsche develops these ideas into a sort of non~inalism: A center of
power can have no definite nature or essence, because it has perpetually
changing relations with a great many other centers of power and there can
be no reason why any of these relations are intrinsically more important
than the others. It has no hidden character, only masks, and the masks hide
nothing. From all this, Nietzsche concludes that there is no such thing as
truth, in the traditional sense in which a truth is an accurate representation
of something. The reason for this is that there are no definite '"somethings"
to represent. An accurate representation of a center of power could only be
an exhaustive list of its effects on other centers of power. Such a list could
not possibly be drawn up, and the question "What is so-and-so?"
consequently dissolves into "What is it for me?" This is the beginning of
Nietzsche's "perspeciivism." The rest of it derives from the consideration
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that the mind is also a center of power and has the same aim that the others
have: exerting power. Assuming that true beliefs are what the mind seeks,
they must simply be ones that express or enhance power. That is t h e only
sort of truth there is.
Most of the above ideas are stated in the first three chapters of Grimm's
book. The remaining six chapters, largely an elaboration of what h a s already been said, tend to be unnecessarily repetitive. They are also marred by
some maladroit attempts to defend Nietzsche against criticisms, or what the
author perceives as criticisms. For instance, he insists, thinking it is to
Nietzsche's credit, that the ontology of power is not "a mechanistic world
view," but the only reason he gives for this point, which seems t o be
important to him, is the fact that Nietzsche tends to use '5nclusive and
ambiguous" terminology (p. 174). Instantly, one wants to know why a
mechanistic world view cannot be expressed vaguely and generally, Iike
apparently any other idea. Grimm does not suggest an answer, nor does he
say what he means by "a mechanistic world view."
Elsewhere he says, interestingly, that Nietzsche's conception of truth requires him to believe that contradictions can be true, because two contradictory beliefs can both express or enhance power (p. 115). We adds that
some of Nietzsche's apparent contradictions are quite real and that
Nietzsche means them. When he gives an example of such a real contradiction, however, and attempts to show that it makes sense, he inadvertently
removes its contradictoriness. Nietzsche, he points out, often says things
that entail that the will exists, while on the other hand he explicitly denies
the existence of the will. Grimm explains that this makes sense because the
will that he affirms and the will that he denies are two quite different things
(p.119).Butthismeans thatthis Nietzschean paradox has the form of (P& -R),
and not (F' & -P), and is not a contradiction in the accepted sense of the
term. if Grimm is using the word in some new sense, he gives the reader no
clear idea of what it is.
Fortunately, the book is primarily exegetical and not polemical. Still, one
can have certain reservations about the exegesis as well. The author makes
no serious attempt to reconcile his interpretation with the passages in
Nietzsche's writings, many of which are catalogued in chapters 2 and 3 of
Wilcox's book, which seem to point to a very different and more
commonsensical epistemology. Grimm seems to have correctly described
one set of epistemological themes in Nietzsche, but even if it is the dominant
set, it might not, in spite of all his quotations, be "Nietzsche's theory of
knowledge." We cannot know that Nietzsche had a single theory on this
subject, or any other, without coming to terms with the troublesome
ambiguity of the text.
Nonetheless, the faults of this book should not provoke serious students of
Nietzsche to ignore it. It assembles a large amount of material, much of it
not easily available, and sheds light where before there was darkness.
Because the author generally allows Nietzsche to speak for himself, we can

at least be sure that he is not being made to say what someone thinks he
ought to have said. Certainly, anyone who vants to understand Nietzsche as
a friend of common sense in epistemologicai matters should deal with
Grimm's lnaisive evidence to the contrary.
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